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AN INDUCTIVE APPROACH TO REPRESENTATIONS OF GENERAL LINEAR GROUPS
OVER COMPACT DISCRETE VALUATION RINGS
TYRONE CRISP, EHUD MEIR, AND URI ONN
ABSTRACT. In his seminal Lecture Notes in Mathematics published in 1981, Andrey Zelevinsky introduced a new
family of Hopf algebras which he called PSH-algebras. These algebras were designed to capture the representa-
tion theory of the symmetric groups and of classical groups over finite fields. The gist of this construction is to
translate representation-theoretic operations such as induction and restriction and their parabolic variants to algebra
and coalgebra operations such as multiplication and comultiplication. The Mackey formula, for example, is then
reincarnated as the Hopf axiom on the algebra side. In this paper we take substantial steps to adapt these ideas for
general linear groups over compact discrete valuation rings. We construct an analogous bi-algebra that contains
a large PSH-algebra that extends Zelevinsky’s algebra for the case of general linear groups over finite fields. We
prove several base change results relating algebras over extensions of discrete valuation rings.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Overview. Studying the evolution of representations across families of groups under induction and re-
striction functors has been a recurrent theme in representation theory. Such an approach proved to be extremely
fruitful for studying representations of the symmetric groups, for example, and many other natural infinite fami-
lies of groups and algebras. Harish-chandra functors form a variation on this theme adapted to reductive groups
over finite or local fields. While usual induction and restriction functors are inefficient for keeping track of
representations of the latter, Harish-Chandra functors appear to be powerful for organising and studying these
categories. More precisely, let G be a finite group and let ReppGq denote the category of its finite dimensional
complex representations. Let L ă G be a subgroup and let CL Ă CG be the corresponding complex group
algebras. Induction from L to G is realised by tensoring with CG viewed as a CG-CL bimomodule, and simi-
larly for restriction with the roles of L and G interchanged. Harish-Chandra induction in this abstract context
involves another subgroup U ă G, which is normalised by L, that is used to ‘slow down’ and therefore gain a
better control on the effect of these functors. Concretely it is defined by tensoring with the CG-CL bimodule
CGeU where eU “ |U|´1
ř
uPU u, the idempotent associated with U. The adjoint functor is given by tensoring
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with the CL-CG bimodule eUCG. Applying these functors to categories of representations of reductive groups
over finite fields gives rise to an elegant description of the relations between the functors (Mackey formula) and
of those representations which cannot be obtained by induction (cuspidal representations).
A variant of these functors was introduced in [6] with a view toward reductive groups over finite rings. The
idea is to consider another subgroup V ă G which is normalised by L and consider the functors of tensoring
with the CG-CL bimodule CGeUeV and eUeVCG. See [6] for general properties of these functors and [5] for
analysis of principal series representations of GLn over finite rings. The present paper utilises these functors to
give a deeper insight to general linear groups over local rings, as we now describe.
Suppose that tGn | n P Nu is a sequence of finite groups. Given functors between the categories of complex
representations of these groups that can be realised by tensoring with bi-modules
im,n : ReppGmq ˆ ReppGnq Ñ ReppGm`nq,
rm,n : ReppGm`nq Ñ ReppGmq ˆ ReppGnq,
one can define a ring and coring structure on R “ ‘ně0Rn, where Rn is the Grothendieck group of ReppGnq
and R0 :“ Z. The multiplication ˝ : RmbRn Ñ Rm`n is defined on representatives by ρb σ ÞÑ im,npρˆ σq,
and the comultiplication ∆ : Rn Ñ ‘RmbRn´m by ∆pχq “ ‘ rm,n´mpχq, where the sum ranges over all
0 ď m ď n; both maps are then extended linearly. In [14], Andrei Zelevinsky shows that when the groups Gn
are the symmetric groups and the functors i and r are the usual induction and restriction with respect to the
coherent embeddings of the symmetric groups in the natural way, one gets a Hopf Z-algebra with a very rigid
structure which he called PSH-algebra, axiomatised in [14, §1.4]. The specific PSH-algebra S arising from
representations of the symmetric groups contains a unique primitive irreducible element and it turns out that
there is a unique PSH-algebra with this property up to two isomorphisms; see [14, §3.1(g)]. We call this
algebra the elementary PSH-algebra. It transpires that the elementary PSH-algebra completely captures the
representation theory of the symmetric groups; see [14, §6].
Zelevinsky also considers the groups Gn “ GLnpFqq, with Fq a finite field. In that case the functors i and r
are interpreted as Harish-Chandra induction and restriction, respectively, with respect to the natural coherent
embeddings of the groups L “ Gm ˆ Gn in G “ Gm`n, and appropriate unipotent subgroups Um,n. He
shows that the resulting structure is a PSH-algebra as well. Moreover, this algebra is an infinite tensor product
of copies of the elementary PSH-algebra, indexed by cuspidal representations of the Gn’s. The latter are in
bijection with Frobenius orbits in the direct limit limn
`
F
ˆ
qn
˘_
, the limit taken over the Pontryagin duals of the
multiplicative groups of finite field extensions of Fq with respect to the transpose of the norm maps [12, §1].
The main goal of the present paper is to generalise this construction for the groups Gn “ GLnpoq, where o
is a compact discrete valuation ring, with respect to the above-mentioned variant of Harish-Chandra functors,
which we now explain in detail.
1.2. Main results. Let o be a complete discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal p “ pπq and finite residue
field k, and let oℓ stand for the finite quotient o{pℓ. For every composition pn1, . . . , nrq of a natural number n
we fix an embedding GLn1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ GLnr ãÑ GLn as the subgroup of invertible block-diagonal matrices in a
natural way. LetUn1,...,nr denote the upper uni-triangular subgroup with block sizes niˆnj and let Vn1,...,nr be
its transpose. Let Rep pGLnpoqq denote the category of finite dimensional smooth complex representations of
GLnpoq. The natural quotient maps induce inclusions Rep pGLnpoℓqq ãÑ Rep pGLnpoℓ`1qq and Rep pGLnpoqq
is the direct limit of this directed system. For every n ě 1 let Rℓn “ Ro,ℓn be the Grothendieck group of
ReppGLnpoℓqq and set Rℓ0 “ Z. Let
R
o “à
ně0
R
o
n “ limÝÑ
ℓ
à
ně0
R
o,ℓ
n .
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We define ˝ : RobRo Ñ Ro and ∆ : Ro Ñ RobRo as follows. Let Gℓn “ GLnpoℓq. For the graded
summands of level ℓ let
˝ℓ :Ro,ℓm bRo,ℓn ÝÑ Ro,ℓm`n, ρ ˝ℓ σ “ CGℓm`neUℓm,neVℓm,n bCpGℓmˆGℓnq pρˆ σq
∆ℓ :R
o,ℓ
n ÝÑ Ro,ℓm bRo,ℓn´m, ∆ℓpχq “
à
0ďmďn
eUℓm,neVℓm,nCG
ℓ
m`n bCGℓm`n pχq.
By Proposition 3.4 the multiplications ˝ℓ for ℓ P N are compatible with the reduction maps (and similarly for the
comultiplications ∆ℓ), and therefore give rise to a well defined associative (and coassociative) structures on R
o.
These operations satisfy all of the PSH-algebra axioms except, possibly, the compatibility of the multiplication
and the comultiplication (i.e. the Hopf axiom). We make the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1.1. The above operations equip Ro with a structure of a PSH-algebra.
If this conjecture holds it would impose a very rigid structure on Ro, thereby reducing the study of smooth
representations of GLnpoq to study of the cuspidal representations (with respect to these induction functors)
and of the (well-understood) unique elementary PSH-algebra. When ℓ “ 1 the local ring o1 is a finite field
and these induction and restriction functors are isomorphic to the usual Harish-Chandra functors [10, Theorem
2.4]. So in this case the subalgebra Ro,1 coincides with the PSH-algebra defined by Zelevinsky.
Let Kℓn “ Ker pGLnpoq Ñ GLnpoℓqq denote the ℓ-th principal congruence subgroup. We will write Kℓ for Kℓn
whenever the index n is clear from the context. A continuous (or smooth) irreducible representation of GLnpoq
always factors through a finite quotient GLnpoq{Kℓ`1 for some ℓ ě 0, the minimal such ℓ is the level of the
representation. For every ℓ ě 1 the quotient Kℓ{Kℓ`1 is isomorphic to the additive group Mnpkq which is
self dual. Using these identifications we write Ro,ℓ
rξs
for the subgroup of Ro,ℓ generated by those irreducible
representations whose restriction to Kℓ´1{Kℓ is an orbit of characters that correspond to the similarity class
of ξ P Mnpkq.
Let f P o1rts be an irreducible polynomial of degree d. We write
R
o,ℓpfq “ à
mě0
à
charrξs“f
m
R
o,ℓ
rξs
,
where char denotes the characteristic polynomial.
Theorem A (Primary decomposition). The multiplication ˝ induces an isomorphism of algebras and coalgebrasâ
fPo1rts irreducible
R
o,ℓpfq Ñ Ro,ℓ .
This isomorphism gives a one-to-one correspondence between tensor products of irreducible elements on the
left and irreducible elements in Ro,ℓ on the right.
Since the tensor product of PSH-algebras is again a PSH-algebra, the above theorem has the following
corollary.
Corollary 1.2. Let f1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fn be distinct irreducible polynomials in o1rts. Let νi P Ro,ℓpfiq for i “ 1, . . . , n.
Then
∆pν1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ νnq “ ∆pν1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ∆pνnq.
In particular, Conjecture 1.1 is valid in Ro if and only if the Hopf axiom is valid in Ro,lpfq for every l and f.
Our second theorem is a ‘base change’ result. Lift f to a monic polynomial f P orts. Let x P Mdpoq be a
root of f, and define O “ orxs. ThenO is a discrete valuation ring which is an unramified extension of o.
Theorem B (Base change). We have an (explicit) isomorphism of rings and corings
R
o,ℓpfq – RO,ℓpt´ xq.
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Since our operations are compatible with translation by one dimensional characters (see the discussion at
the beginning of Section 5), we also have an isomorphism RO,ℓpt ´ xq – RO,ℓptq of algebras and coalgebras.
Theorems A and B thus have the following corollary.
Corollary 1.3. The Hopf axiom is valid inRo if and only if it is valid inRO,lptq for every unramified extensionO
of o. The algebra and colagebra RO,lptq is spanned by irreducible representations whose associated matrix is
nilpotent.
Theorem A and Theorem B, in conjunction with the complete analysis of the principal series representa-
tions of GLnpoq given in [5], give rise to a large PSH-subalgebra inside Ro that contains Zelevinsky’s PSH
algebra Ro,1. To describe this PSH-algebra we require a couple of definitions.
Definition 1.4. For a smooth irreducible representation ρ of GLnpoq we let Spρq denote the Z-submodule of
R
o spanned by all the irreducible representations that are contained in ρi “ ρ ˝ ρ ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ρloooooomoooooon
i times
for all i ě 0.
Following Carayol [3, Section 4] we give the following definition.
Definition 1.5. A continuous irreducible representation of GLnpoq of level ℓ is called strongly cuspidal if either
(1) ℓ “ 0 and ρ is inflated from a cuspidal representation of GLnpkq; or
(2) ℓ ě 1 and the restriction of ρ to Kℓ{Kℓ`1 – Mnpkq consists of irreducible matrices.
Theorem C (Local PSH). Let ρ be a strongly cuspidal representation of GLnpoq for some n P N. Then up to a
grading shift Spρq is isomorphic to the unique universal PSH-algebra. In particular, it satisfies the Hopf axiom.
Cuspidal representations of GLnpkq are parameterised by Galois orbits of norm-primitive characters of the
multiplicative group of a degree n-extension kn of k. That is, Galpkn{kq-orbits of characters θ : kˆn Ñ
C
ˆ which cannot be written as θ 1 ˝ N
k
ˆ
n |k
ˆ
m
where N
k
ˆ
n |k
ˆ
m
is the norm map and θ 1 a character of kˆm. An
analogous description of the strongly cuspidal representations of GLnpoq of level ℓ ą 0 is given in [1, Theorem
B]. It is shown that there exists a bijection between strongly cuspidal representations of GLnpoℓq and Galois
orbits of strongly primitive characters of pOur,nℓ qˆ, with Our,n an unramified extension of o of degree n. A
character θ : pOur,nℓ qˆ Ñ Cˆ is called strongly primitive if its restriction to the smallest congruence subgroup
1 ` πℓ´1Our,nℓ – pkn,`q does not factor through the trace map Trkn|km . Let ΠpOun,ˆq denote the disjoint
union of the strongly primitive characters of pOur,nℓ qˆ going over all n, ℓ P N.
Theorem D (Global PSH). Let So be the product of all the subrings Spρq inside Ro, where ρ ranges over all
strongly cuspidal representations of GLnpoℓq for all n, ℓ P N. Then the multiplication and comultiplication on
R
o induce a PSH-algebra structure on So.
Remark 1.6. In fact Ro contains a much larger PSH-algebra. As mentioned in and after Theorem B, if f is an
irreducible polynomial then we have an isomorphism of rings and corings
R
o,ℓpfq – RO,ℓpt´ xq – RO,ℓptq,
where O “ orxs. The ring and coring RO,ℓptq contains RO,ℓ´1 in a natural way, by considering representations
of level ℓ´ 1 as representations of level ℓ. Using the isomorphism above iteratively, we see that for every chain
of unramified ring extensions o Ď Op1q Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď Opℓq we get a chain of inclusion of rings and corings
R
Opℓq,0 Ď ROℓ´1,1 Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď Ro,ℓ .
We define a strongly semisimple irreducible representation to be one that is contained in the image of RO
pℓq,0
for such a chain. The subgroup generated by the strongly semisimple representations is then a subring and a
subcoring of Ro,ℓ which is also a PSH algebra. This can be seen by similar methods to those we use in the proof
of Theorem D. The algebra of strongly semisimple representations properly contains So.
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1.3. Related and future work. In a manuscript by Howe and Moy [9] and a paper by Hill [8], the authors
prove isomorphisms between certain Hecke algebras closely related to this paper. The motivation of the former
is to study representations of general linear groups over local fields, while that of the latter is to study a Jordan
decomposition for representations of general linear groups over their ring of integers. In the language of the
present paper Theorem 2.1 in [9, Chapter 1] translates to the conjunction of the categorical equivalences given
in Theorem 4.1 and in §5.1 and §5.2 below. The approach taken in the present paper is not based on the study
of Hecke algebras, and is different in tools and scope. Notably, the thrust of this paper is to establish the
compatibility between the above equivalences and the operations ˝ and ∆.
There are two fundamental open problems emerging from this paper. The first is to clarify whether R is a
PSH-algebra. This is directly related to the existence of a Mackey formula of the type seen for reductive groups
over finite fields [7, Theorem 5.1] or for reductive groups over local fields [2, Theorem 5.2]. While there are
several positive indications in this direction, for instance the principal series for general linear groups (see §6)
or Sp4po2q and its Siegel Levi subgroup (see [5, §5]), the general case is wide open. The second problem is to
describe the cuspidal representations with respect to the induction and restriction functors of the present paper.
1.4. Organisation of the paper. The paper is organised as follows. In §2 we give the necessary preliminaries.
In particular we review the construction of the induction functors in §2.1 and in §2.2 we describe the main tools
developed in [6] for working with these functors. In §2.5 we gather results from linear algebra over fields and
local rings that are constantly used throughout. In lack of appropriate reference we also give proofs.
In §3 we describe the ring and coring structure of Ro. In §4 we prove Theorem A and in §5 we prove
Theorem B where the results from §2 and §3 are heavily used. Section §5 has two parts: §5.1 deals with
even level and §5.2 deals with odd level and is far more involved. In particular, we establish a coherence of
trivialisations of certain two-cocycles across all linear groups simultaneously.
In §6 we explain the analysis of the principal series representations as developed in [5] and prove Theorems C
and D. Finally, in §7 we study primary subalgebra of Ro,2 associated to certain nilpotent matrices and show that
it is a PSH-subalgebra as well.
1.5. Notation. Throughout this paper o denotes a complete discrete valuation ring with finite residue field k
and π is a uniformiser. We let O denote an unramified extension, and let oℓ and Oℓ denote finite quotients
modulo πℓ. The reduction modulo π is denoted x ÞÑ x. The letters m,n, i, j, ℓ represent natural numbers and
a, b, c, x, y, z are elements in algebras or modules over local rings. The ring of matrices is denoted Mn. The
stabiliser in a group G of an element x under a group action is denoted Gpxq. The following list collects further
key notation, together with the number of the section where it is introduced.
A,Z algebra and its complement §2.5
Ki “ ZiAi congruence kernels Zi “ 1` Zi, Ai “ 1`Ai, Ai “ πiA, Zi “ πiZ §5
R
o,ℓ
n , R
o
n Grothendieck rings of GLnpoℓq and GLnpoq §3
R
o the sum of Grothendieck rings ‘ně0Ron §3
R
o,ℓ
rξs
the submodule of Ro,ℓ with associated matrix ξ §3.2
R
o,ℓpfq the subring associated to an irreducible polynomial f §3.2
˝, ∆ multiplication and comultiplication §1.2
ϕ : fÑ Cˆ a fixed additive character of f “ fracpoq §2.4
ξ ÞÑ ϕξ the duality Mnpoℓq Ñ Mnpoℓq_ §2.4
rMns “ rMo,in s the set of similarity classes in Mnpoiq §3.2
rMs the disjoint unionŮně0rMns §3.2
char : rMs Ñ o1rts the map sending a matrix to its characteristic polynomial §3.2
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2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. A variant of Harish-Chandra functors. The following is a summary of results from [6] that are essential
for the present paper. The focus in loc. cit. is on profinite groups but here we restrict attention to finite groups.
Definition 2.1. Let G be a finite group, and suppose that U, L and V are subgroups of G such that L nor-
malises U and V . We say that pU,L, Vq is a virtual Iwahori decomposition of G if the map
Uˆ Lˆ V ãÑ G
given by multiplication in G is injective. If that map is a bijection we call the triple pU,L, Vq an Iwahori
decomposition.
Let eU and eV denote the idempotents in the complex group algebra CG associated to the trivial represen-
tations of U and V , and consider the CG-CL bimodule CGeUeV . Let iU,V be the functor from the category of
complex representations of L to the category of complex representations of G defined by tensoring with this
bimodule:
iU,V : ReppLq Ñ ReppGq, X ÞÑ CGeUeV bCL X.
Similarly, define
rU,V : ReppGq Ñ ReppLq, Y ÞÑ eUeVCGbCG Y.
In [6] we prove, among other things, that whenever pU,L, Vq is a virtual Iwahori decomposition of G the
functors iU,V and rU,V are bi-adjoints and that iU,V – iV,U and similarly rU,V – rV,U. The latter isomorphisms
follow from the CL-CG bimodule isomorphism
(2.2) eUeVCGÑ eVeUCG, f ÞÑ eVf,
see [6, Theorem 2.15]. Essential to the present paper are the compatibility with Clifford theory proved in [6,
Section 3] and summarised in 2.2 below.
2.2. Compatibility with Clifford theory and natural operations. Let pU,L, Vq be a virtual Iwahori decom-
position of a finite group G and let G0 ✁ G be a normal subgroup such that G0 “ U0L0V0, where we write
H0 “ HXG0 for every H ď G.
Let ψ be an irreducible representation of L0, and let ϕ “ iU0,V0pψq be the corresponding (irreducible)
induced representation of G0. Let Lpψq and Gpϕq denote the inertia groups of ψ and ϕ. Then the following
diagram for induction is commutative (and there is a similar diagram for restriction):
ReppLqψ
iU,V // ReppGqϕ
ReppLpψqqψ
iUpϕq,Vpϕq //
ind–
OO
ReppGpϕqqϕ
ind–
OO
RepγpLpψq{L0q
iUpϕq{U0,Vpϕq{V0 //
–
OO
RepγpGpϕq{G0q
–
OO
where ReppHqθ stands for the representations ofHwhose restriction toH0✁H consists entirely ofH-conjugates
of the irreducible representation θ; and RepγpHpθq{H0q stands for projective representations (for a certain
cocycle γ) of the quotient Hpθq{H0.
We recall here Theorem 2.18 (5) from [6]. It will be used in the course of the proof of Theorem B in §5.
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Theorem 2.3. Let G be a finite group with a virtual Iwahori decomposition pU,L, Vq. Let Z be a normal
subgroup of G such that pUZ, LZ, VZq :“ pU X Z, L X Z,V X Zq is an Iwahori decomposition of Z. The
diagrams
ReppLq iU,V // ReppGq
ReppL{LZq
inf
OO
iU{UZ,V{VZ // ReppG{Zq
inf
OO
and ReppGq rU,V // ReppLq
ReppG{Zq
inf
OO
rU{UZ,V{VZ // ReppL{LZq
inf
OO
commute up to natural isomorphism. (Here inf denotes inflation.)
2.3. Setup for general linear groups. The virtual Iwahori decompositions occurring in this paper are the
following coherent family of subgroups of GLn for all n. Whenever pn1, . . . , nrq is a composition of n we
take L “ GLn1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ GLnr as the subgroup of invertible block-diagonal matrices in a natural way. The
subgroup Un1,...,nr is the upper uni-triangular subgroup with block sizes ni ˆ nj and Vn1,...,nr is its transpose.
Whenever the composition is clear from the context we omit it from the notation, writing simply U and V .
2.4. Pontryagin duals. We fix an additive character ϕ : f “ fracpoq Ñ Cˆ with ϕ|o ” 1 and ϕ|π´1o ı 1, as
follows. We first define ϕ 1 : π´1o{o Ñ Cˆ as the composition π´1o{o – o{πo – k TrÑ Fp Ñ Cˆ where Tr
is the trace of the Galois extension k{Fp and Fp Ñ Cˆ is given by choosing a primitive p-th root of unity. We
then extend ϕ 1 to a homomorphism ϕ : fÑ Cˆ by using the fact that Cˆ is an injective abelian group.
For every ℓ, n P N we define a GLnpoℓq-equivariant isomorphism ξ ÞÑ ϕξ from Mnpoℓq to its Pontryagin
dual Mnpoℓq_ “ HomZ pMnpoℓq,Cˆq, defined as follows: fix a set-theoretical splitting σ : ol Ñ o and define
ϕξpaq “ ϕpπ´ℓ Trpσpξaqqq, a P Mnpoℓq.
Note that since ϕ vanishes on o this is well defined and does not depend on the particular set-theoretical
splitting σ. The fact that this map is an isomorphism is a consequence of the fact that o is a local ring. The
GLnpolq-equivariance is immediate.
In our applications the level ℓ and the dimension n will be clear from the context and they are omitted from
the definition of the isomorphism. Whenever i ě ℓ we have an isomorphism Mnpoℓq –ÝÑ Ki{Ki`ℓ given by
a ÞÑ 1 ` πia, which allows us to identify Mnpoℓq with the Pontryagin dual of Ki{Ki`ℓ as well by ξ ÞÑ ϕ‹ξ,
where
(2.4) ϕ‹ξp1` πiaq “ ϕξpaq.
2.5. Some linear algebra.
2.5.1. Linear algebra over fields. Let F be a field and let fptq P Frts be an irreducible polynomial of degree
d. Let x P MdpFq be a d ˆ d matrix with characteristic polynomial fptq; this condition characterizes x up
to conjugation. Let E “ Frxs be the F-subalgebra of MdpFq generated by x. Since E » Frts{pfptqq, it is a
field extension of F of degree d inside MdpFq. The trace induces a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on
MdpFq ˆMdpFq, namely, pa, bq ÞÑ Trpabq. Let
EK “ tb P MdpFq | @a P E, Trpabq “ 0 u.
Lemma 2.5. Let F, E and x be as above. Then MdpFq “ EK ‘ E, and the map adx : MdpFq Ñ MdpFq given
by adxpyq “ xy ´ yx satisfies Kerpadxq “ E and Impadxq “ EK. In particular, the restriction of adx to EK
induces an isomorphism adx : E
K Ñ EK.
Proof. Since E{F is a finite field extension, we know that the trace form is non-degenerate on E and therefore
E X EK “ 0. As dimFE ` dimFEK “ dimFMdpFq we have a direct sum decomposition. A matrix is in the
kernel of adx if and only if it commutes with x. If a matrix y commutes with x, we can view y as a linear
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transformation of Fd viewed as a vector space over E. But since x is irreducible, the only endomorphisms of
this space are those in E, so Kerpadxq “ E. On the other hand, since Trpabq “ Trpbaq, EK is an E-bi-module,
therefore, Impadxq Ď EK. Since their dimensions agree, we have an equality. 
We consider next matrices whose characteristic polynomial is fm for some m. Our goal is to show that
for such matrices a weaker version of Lemma 2.5 holds (where m “ 1). Let ξ be an n ˆ n matrix with
characteristic polynomial fm (where n “ md). Let A “ MmpEq and Z “ MmpEKq. By passing to a conjugate
matrix if necessary, we may assume that ξ lies in A, and has the form ξ “ σ ` ν, where σ is the semisimple
part of ξ, specifically the block diagonal matrix with copies of x on the diagonal, ν P A is the nilpotent part of
ξ, and σ and ν commute.
Lemma 2.6. Let m, f,A “ MmpEq and Z “ MmpEKq be as above. Assume that ξ P A has characteristic
polynomial fm and rational semisimple-nilpotent decomposition ξ “ σ`ν. Then the centralizer of ξ inMnpFq
is contained in the subalgebra A, the image of the map adξ contains the subspace Z, and there is a direct sum
decomposition MnpFq “ A‘ Z.
Proof. We have adξ “ adσ` adν. The operators adσ and adν commute, adσ is semisimple and adν is nilpotent.
Therefore, adξ “ adσ` adν is the semisimple-nilpotent decomposition of adξ, considered as a linear operator
on MnpFq. Using the geometric expansion, and the fact that adν is nilpotent of nilpotancy degree at most 2m,
we see that the kernel of adξ is contained in the kernel of ad
2m
σ ´ ad2mν “ ad2mσ . But the operator adσ is
semisimple. So the kernel of adξ (which is the centralizer of ξ) is contained in the kernel of ad
2m
σ which is
equal to the kernel of adσ (by semisimplicity) which is A.
In a similar fashion, the Image of adξ contains the image of ad
2m
σ ´ ad2mν “ ad2mσ . By semisimplicity of adσ
this is the same as the image of adσ, which is Z.
Finally, it is clear that Z Ă AK and equality follows from dimension consideration. 
Definition 2.7. We say that two matrices ξ1 P Mn1pFq and ξ2 P Mn2pFq are coprime if their characteristic
polynomials are coprime.
For ξ1 P Mn1pFq and ξ2 P Mn2pFq we write ξ1 ‘ ξ2 for the matrixˆ
ξ1 0
0 ξ2
˙
P Mn1`n2pFq.
Lemma 2.8. Let ξ1 P Mn1pFq and ξ2 P Mn2pFq be coprime. Then the only solution y P Mn1ˆn2pFq to the
equation ξ1y “ yξ2 is y “ 0. In particular, the centralizer inMn1`n2pFq of ξ1‘ξ2 consists of block diagonal
matrices with blocks sizes n1 ˆ n1 and n2 ˆ n2.
Proof. Let pi be the characteristic polynomial of ξi and assume that ξ1y “ yξ2. Using the latter relation
repeatedly and taking linear combinations we deduce that for every polynomial g P Frts we have gpξ1qy “
ygpξ2q. In particular, for g “ p1 we get that 0 “ p1pξ1qy “ yp1pξ2q. Thus the claim would follow if we
show that p1pξ2q is invertible. But this follows by our assumption that the p1 and p2 are coprime. Similarly,
the only solution z P Mn2ˆn1pFq to zξ1 “ ξ2z is z “ 0. It follows thatˆ
y1 y3
y4 y2
˙ˆ
ξ1 0
0 ξ2
˙
“
ˆ
ξ1 0
0 ξ2
˙ˆ
y1 y3
y4 y2
˙
implies that y1 ‘ y2 centralizes ξ1 ‘ ξ2 and that y3 and y4 are zero. 
Lemma 2.9. Let ξ1 P Mn1pFq and ξ2 P Mn2pFq be coprime and set ξ “ ξ1 ‘ ξ2. Then the bilinear map
(2.10) Mn1ˆn2pFq ˆMn2ˆn1pFq Ñ F, pa, bq ÞÑ Trpξ1abq ´ Trpbaξ2q
is a perfect pairing.
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Proof. We have that
Trpξ1abq ´ Trpbaξ2q “ Tr papbξ1 ´ ξ2bqq .
Consequently, if the form vanishes for every a P Mn1ˆn2pFq we must have bξ1 ´ ξ2b “ 0 by the non-
degeneracy of the trace form. Lemma 2.8 now implies that b “ 0, and the assertion follows. 
2.5.2. Linear algebra over discrete valuation rings. Let o be a complete discrete valuation ring with finite
residue field. Let π be a uniformizer in o and let oℓ “ o{pπℓq. Let fptq P orts be a monic polynomial of
degree d whose reductions modulo π, which we denote by f, is a monic irreducible polynomial over the finite
field o1. Let x P Mdpoq be a root of the polynomial f. Then O “ orxs is an unramified extension of o with
uniformizer π and we setOℓ “ O{pπℓq for ℓ P N. We write x for the image of x inO1, so thatO1 “ o1pxq. We
may view MmpOℓq as a subalgebra of Mmdpoℓq for ℓ P NY8 in a natural way. The following proposition deals
with lifting matrices in Mnpo1q with characteristic polynomial fm to matrices over Mnpoℓq. This proposition
will be essential in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Proposition 2.11. Let ξ P Mnpoℓq be a matrix where n “ md. Assume that ξ, the reduction of ξ modulo π,
is contained in MmpO1q Ď Mnpo1q and has characteristic polynomial fm. Then ξ is conjugate to a matrix in
MmpOℓq whose centralizer is also contained in MmpOℓq. Moreover, if it is conjugate to two such matrices b
and c, then b and c are also conjugate under the action of the smaller group GLmpOℓq.
Proof. We consider the Oℓ-subalgebra A “ MmpOℓq Ď Mnpoℓq and the Oℓ-submodule Z “ AK, the sub-
module perpendicular to A with respect to the trace pairing into Oℓ. Notice that in case ℓ “ 1 the submodules
A and Z coincide with the vector spaces A and Z from the previous subsection. Since in the present setup
A is a free Oℓ-module we have a direct sum decomposition Mnpoℓq “ A ‘ Z following the same argument
as in Lemma 2.5 for the case ℓ “ 1. Writing Ai “ A X πiMnpoℓq and Zi “ Z X πiMnpoℓq, we also have
πiMnpoℓq “ Ai ‘ Zi.
We shall prove the first assertion of the lemma by induction. For i “ 1, . . . , ℓ we prove that the matrix
ξi :“ ξmodπi is conjugate to a matrix in A{Ai. For i “ 1 we know that this is true by the assumption of
the lemma. We assume by induction that the assertion holds for ξi´1. By conjugating ξi, we can assume that
ξi P A{Ai ‘ Zi´1{Zi. For a matrix y P Mnpoℓq we have
p1` πi´1yqpξiqp1` πi´1yq´1 “ ξi ` πi´1pyξi ´ ξiyqmodπi.
Notice that the expression yξi ´ ξiymodπ depends only on ξ and y. It follows from Lemma 2.6 that the
image of the adξ contains Z
i´1{Zi. This implies that by conjugating ξi again we can assume that it is contained
in MmpA{Aiq, as desired.
We thus assume that ξ P A. We next prove that its centralizer is contained in MmpOℓq. So let y P Mnpoℓq
be in the centralizer Mmpoℓqpξq. We write y “ a ` z where a P A and z P Z. Since we assume that
ξ P A the direct sum decomposition Mnpoℓq “ A ‘ Z is stable under adξ and it follows that a and z also
commute with ξ. We therefore need to prove that if z P Z commutes with ξ then z “ 0. By reducing the
equation zξ “ ξz modulo π we get that z P A X Z “ 0 and so z “ 0, again from Lemma 2.6. So z “ πz 1
for some matrix z 1 P Z. But then z 1ξ “ ξz 1 in Mnpoℓ´1q, so we conclude that z 1 “ 0modπ. Continuing by
induction, we get that z “ 0.
Finally, we prove the uniqueness statement. Assume therefore that b, c P MmpOℓq are conjugate to one
another by an element g P GLnpoℓq and that their characteristic polynomial mod π is fm. By considering the
rational canonical form of their reductions b and c we conclude that b and c are conjugate under the action of
GLmpO1q. We can thus assume without loss of generality that b “ c.
We need to prove that b and c are also conjugate inside GLmpOℓq. If we reduce the equation gbg´1 “ c
modulo π, we get that g centralizes b, and is therefore contained in GLnpo1qpbq Ď GLmpO1q. We can thus
write g “ rgp1 ` πyq where rg is a lift of g in GLmpOℓq and y P Mnpoℓq. We therefore need to prove that if b
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and c in MmpOℓq are conjugate by an element of the form 1 ` πy, then they are conjugate by an element in
GLmpOℓq. For this, we write y “ a` z where a P A and z P Z. We then get the equation
p1` πa` πzqb “ cp1` πa` πzq.
SinceA is closed under multiplication, Z is anA-bi-submodule and A‘Z “ Mnpoℓq, we look at the projection
on A of the above equation and we get that p1 ` πaqb “ cp1 ` πaq. The matrices b and c are thus conjugate
by the matrix p1` πaq P GLmpOℓq, as desired. 
Remark 2.12. Notice that this implies that if g P GLnpokq satisfies gBg´1 “ C then g P GLmpOkq. This
follows from the fact that the stabiliser is contained in GLmpOkq.
3. ONE RING TO RULE THEM ALL
We fix ℓ ě 1 and a discrete valuation ring o with a uniformiser π and a finite residue field o1 “ o{π.
3.1. Basic structure. For each n ě 1 we write Gn for the finite group GLnpoℓq. Following Zelevinsky, who
considered the case ℓ “ 1, we are going to assemble the representations of all of these groups, for varying n,
into a single algebraic structure.
For each composition n “ n1 ` n2 we identify the product Gn1 ˆGn2 with the subgroup Gn1,n2 Ă Gn of
block-diagonal matrices:
Gn1,n2 –
"„
an1ˆn1 0n1ˆn2
0n2ˆn1 dn2ˆn2

P Gn
*
.
We also consider the subgroups Un1,n2 , Vn1,n2 Ă Gn of block-triangular matrices
Un1,n2 –
"„
1n1ˆn1 bn1ˆn2
0n2ˆn1 1n2ˆn2

P Gn
*
and Vn1,n2 –
"„
1n1ˆn1 0n1ˆn2
cn2ˆn1 1n2ˆn2

P Gn
*
.
The triple pUn1,n2 , Gn1,n2 , Vn1,n2q is a virtual Iwahori decomposition of Gn. We use the abbreviated nota-
tion in1,n2 – iUn1,n2 ,Vn1,n2 and rn1,n2 – rUn1,n2 ,Vn1,n2 for the associated induction and restriction functors
ReppGn1,n2q Ø ReppGnq. Similar notation will be used for compositions n “ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nr with more than
two parts.
For the sake of notational convenience we also define G0 – t1u, the trivial group; Gn,0 “ G0,n – Gn; and
Un,0 “ U0,n “ Vn,0 “ V0,n – t1 P Gnu. Thus the functors i0,n, in,0, r0,n, and rn,0 are all the identity functor
on ReppGnq.
Definition 3.1. For each n ě 0 let Rn (or Ro,ℓn if o or ℓ are not clear from the context) denote the Grothendieck
group of ReppGo,ℓn q. Let R (or Ro,ℓ) denote the direct sum R–
À
ně0Rn.
Since ReppGnq is semisimple, R is a free abelian group with basis
Ů
ně0 IrrpGnq. This basis will be called
the standard basis for R. In the next few paragraphs, leading up to Proposition 3.2, we shall equip R with
several additional structures.
For each pair of integers n,m the functor
ReppGnq ˆ ReppGmq pρ,σqÞÑρbCσÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
–
ReppGn,mq in,mÝÝÑ ReppGn`mq
commutes with direct sums, and hence defines a bilinear map RnbZRm Ñ Rn`m. These maps assemble into
a bilinear map RbZRÑ R, which we shall denote by ρb σ ÞÑ ρ ˝ σ.
Similarly, for each n ě 0 and each composition n “ n1 ` n2 (with ni ě 0), the restriction functor
rn1,n2 : ReppGnq Ñ ReppGn1,n2q induces a linear map Rn Ñ Rn1 bZRn2 . Taking the sum of these maps over
all n and all compositions n “ n1 ` n2 gives a linear map ∆ : RÑ RbZ R.
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Let x , y : RˆRÑ Z be the bilinear form induced on Grothendieck groups by the pairing
xρ, σy –
#
dimHomGnpρ, σq if ρ, σ P ReppGnq,
0 if ρ P ReppGnq, σ P ReppGmq, n ‰ m.
Extend this form to a bilinear form on RbZR by setting
xρ1 b ρ2, σ1 b σ2y– xρ1, σ1yxρ2, σ2y.
Proposition 3.2. (1) The product ˝ makes R into an associative, commutative, unital Z-algebra.
(2) The coproduct ∆ makes R into a coassociative, cocommutative, counital Z-coalgebra.
(3) For all ρ, σ, τ P R one has xρ, σ ˝ τy “ x∆ρ, σb τy.
Proof. The third assertion follows from [6, Theorem 2.18]. Indeed, it is proved there that for every virtual
Iwahori decomposition pU,L, Vq the functors rU,V and iU,V are bi-adjoints. Since x , y is defined using
Hom-spaces we get xρ, σ ˝ τy “ x∆ρ, σ b τy. This also implies that the first assertion is equivalent to the
second one. The commutativity of R follows from the first assertion of [6, Theorem 2.18]. The definition of ˝
and the assertions about i0,n and in,0 above makes it clear that the trivial representation of the trivial group
Go,ℓ0 is the unit element for ˝. To prove associativity, we proceed as follows: let n “ n1 ` n2 ` n3 and
let Wi P ReppGniq for i “ 1, 2, 3. Writing ˝ explicitly with the idempotents corresponding to the different
subgroups gives
pW1˝W2q ˝W3 “
´
CGn1`n2eUn1,n2eVn1,n2 bGn1,n2 pW1 bW2q
¯
˝W3
– CGn1`n2`n3eUn1`n2,n3eVn1`n2,n3 bGn1`n2,n3
`
CGn1`n2eUn1,n2eVn1,n2 bGn1,n2 pW1 bW2q
˘
bW3
– CGn1`n2`n3eUn1,n2eUn1`n2,n3eVn1,n2eVn1`n2,n3 bGn1,n2,n3 pW1 bW2 bW3q
where Gn1,n2,n3 – Gn1 ˆGn2 ˆGn3 is defined in the obvious way. We have used here the fact that Gn1`n2,n3
normalizes Vn1`n2,n3 . A similar calculation shows that
W1 ˝ pW2 ˝W3q – CGn1`n2`n3eUn2,n3eUn1,n2`n3eVn2,n3eVn1,n2`n3 bGn1,n2,n3 pW1 bW2 bW3q.
But since
Un1,n2Un1`n2,n3 “ Un2,n3Un1,n2`n3 and Vn1,n2Vn1`n2,n3 “ Vn2,n3Vn1,n2`n3
the two representations are isomorphic, as required. 
3.2. Gradings. The algebra R is N-graded, by definition. We shall consider refinements of this grading. For
each i, n ě 1 let rMins denote the set of similarity classes of n ˆ n matrices over oi, that is, GLnpoiq-orbits
under the conjugation action. Letting rMi0s– t˚u, we define rMis–
Ů
ně0rMins. The block-sum operation
rξ1s ‘ rξ2s–
”
ξ1 0
0 ξ2
ı
makes rMis into a commutative monoid, with neutral element ˚ P rMi0s. In the sequel we will also consider a
similar monoid for an unramified extension O{o, and we will denote it by rMO,is.
For each n ě 1 and 1 ď i ď ℓ{2 Clifford theory (see Section 6 of [11]) gives a decomposition
ReppGnq –
ź
rξsPrMins
ReppGnqrξs,
where by definition a representation ρ of Gn lies in ReppGnqrξs if the restriction ρ
ˇˇ
Kℓ´i
is a sum of Gn-
conjugates of the character ϕ‹ξ defined in (2.4). These decompositions, together with the trivial decomposition
for n “ 0, give a decomposition at the level of Grothendieck groups
R “ à
rξsPrMis
Rrξs .
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Note that we have natural surjective maps rMi`1s Ñ rMis and the grading by rMi`1s is a refinement of the
grading by rMis. The distinct summands in the decomposition are orthogonal to one another with respect to
the form x , y. Notice that this grading is indeed a refinement of the N-grading because the N-grading can
be recovered as the size of the matrix rξs.
Proposition 3.3. (1) For all rξ1s, rξ2s P rMis one has
Rrξ1s ˝Rrξ2s Ď Rrξ1‘ξ2s .
(2) For all rξs P rMis one has
∆pRrξsq Ď
à
rξs“rξ1s‘rξ2s
Rrξ1sbRrξ2s .
Proof. By Proposition 3.2 the multiplication is dual to the comultiplication. It will thus be enough to prove the
first assertion. For k “ 1, 2 write nk for the size of the matrix ξk, that is rξks P rMinks. We follow [6, Section
3.2]. We consider the normal subgroup Kl´i (we avoid the terminology G0 used in [6, Section 3.2] to avoid
confusion with the groupG0 we have here). It is easy to show that pUn1,n2XKl´i, Gn1,n2XKl´i, Vn1,n2XKl´iq
is an Iwahori decomposition of Kl´i. The functor i0 : IrrpGn1,n2 XKl´iq Ñ IrrpGn1`n2 XKl´iq of [6, Lemma
3.3] sends the irreducible representation rpξ1, ξ2qs to rξ1 ‘ ξ2s. Theorem 3.4 of [6] now gives us that
ipRpGn1,n2qrpξ1,ξ2qsq Ď RpGn1`n2qrξ1‘ξ2s
where for a finite group G we denote by RpGq the Grothendieck group of ReppGq. But this just means that
Rrξ1s ˝Rrξ2s Ď Rrξ1‘ξ2s
as desired.

We use now the rMs “ rM1s-grading on R to construct a collection of rings and corings which are indexed
by the irreducible polynomials in o1rts. For each irreducible f P o1rts we define
Rpfq– à
mě0
à
charrξs“f
m
Rrξs .
Proposition 3.3 immediately implies that for every irreducible f, Rpfq is a subring and a subcoring of R. The
polynomial f also defines a submonoid rMipfqs Ď rMis for every i ě 1in the following way:
rMipfqs “ trξs P rMis|charpξq “ fm for somem P Nu
where ξ is the reduction of ξ mod π. For 1 ď i ď ℓ{2 we then get the following grading on Rpfq:
Rpfq “ à
rξsPrMipfqs
Rrξs .
This grading will be used in Section 5.
3.3. Changing ℓ. The construction of the (co)ring Roℓ is compatible with changing the level ℓ, in a very
transparent way:
Proposition 3.4. For each ℓ ě 1, The map Ro,ℓ Ñ Ro,ℓ`1 induced by the pullback functors ReppGLnpoℓqq Ñ
ReppGLnpoℓ`1q restricts to an isomorphism of rings and corings
R
o,ℓ –ÝÑà
ně0
R
o,ℓ`1
r0nˆns
.
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Proof. Since GLnpoℓ`1q{Kℓ – GLnpoℓq inflation provides an isomorphism between the Grothendieck group
of GLnpoℓq and the subgroup of the Grothendieck group of GLnpoℓ`1q of all representation with trivial Kl
action. We need to show that this is an isomorphism of rings and corings. Again, since multiplication is dual to
comultiplication (Proposition 3.2) it is enough to prove this for the multiplication.
Write U “ Un1,n2 , V “ Vn1,n2 for the U and V subgroups of GLn1`n2poℓq and write U “ U{U X Kℓ and
V “ V{V X Kℓ. By describing ˝ using the functors iU,V and iU,V we reduce to proving that the diagram
ReppGLn1poℓ`1q ˆ GLn2poℓ`1qq
iU,V // ReppGLn1`n2poℓ`1qq
ReppGLn1poℓq ˆ GLn2poℓqq
inf
OO
iU,V // ReppGLn1`n2poℓqq
inf
OO
is commutative. But this is known to be true by [6, Theorem 2.18 (5)], where K “ Kℓ and L “ GLn1poℓ`1q ˆ
GLn2poℓ`1q so we are done. 
Remark 3.5. We can also define a ring and coring Ro, built from smooth representations of the profinite groups
GLnpoq using the appropriate smooth versions of the functors i and r. Using [6, Theorem 2.18 (5)], as in the
proof of Proposition 3.4, one can show that Ro – limÝÑℓ R
oℓ as rings and corings. Hence, in order to understand
R
o it is enough to consider the finite quotients oℓ, as we shall do for the rest of this paper.
4. DECOMPOSITION TO PRIMARY COMPONENTS
Fix o and ℓ ě 2, and write Gn – GLnpoℓq, R “ Ro,ℓ, etc., as explained in Section 3. The main result in this
section is the following.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that rξ1s P rMn1s and rξ2s P rMn2s are coprime. Then the functor in1,n2 restricts to
an equivalence of categories
in1,n2 : ReppGn1qrξ1s ˆ ReppGn2qrξ2s
–ÝÑ ReppGn1`n2qrξ1‘ξ2s.
Before we prove the theorem we derive its consequences for the Grothendieck group R.
Proof of Theorem A. We need to prove that the multiplication ˝ induces an isomorphism of rings and corings
Φ :
â
fPo1rts
irreducible
Rpfq ÝÑ R
that preserves the Z-valued bilinear forms and the standard bases on either side. The tensor product of infinitely
many unital rings means here the direct limit of the finite tensor products, see [14, Chapter 2]. Since we are
considering commutative rings, the multiplication from a tensor product of subrings to the ring is always a
ring homomorphism. Once we prove that this is a unitary isomorphism (i.e. it preserves the inner product) the
duality between the multiplication and comultiplication will imply immediately that this is a homomorphism
of corings as well. Let tf0, f1, . . .u be an enumeration of all the monic irreducible polynomials in o1rts. From
linear algebra we know that if the characteristic polynomial f of a matrix ξ over o1 splits as f “
ś
i fi
mi
, where
almost allmi are zero, then rξs splits uniquely as
rξs “à
i
rξis
where for each i the matrix ξi has characteristic polynomial fi
mi
(so almost all of the matrices ξi are the 0ˆ 0
matrix). The grading of R by rMs gives us then a grading on R by the set
N :“ tpmiq P NN|mi “ 0 for almost all iu
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We write this grading as
R “ à
pmiqPN
Rpmiq
Similarly, Rpfiq is graded by N, where Rpfiqn contains all representations for which the associated matrix has
characteristic polynomial fi
n
.
Proposition 3.3 implies that for every pmiq P N,
Φ
`â
i
Rpfiqmi
˘ Ď Rpmiq .
By applying Theorem 4.1 iteratively and using the fact that the Grothendieck group of the product of categories
is the tensor product of the Grothendieck groups of the categories we get that
Φpmiq :
â
i
Rpfiqmi Ñ Rpmiq
is an isomorphism. Since Φ “ ÀpmiqPNΦpmiq, Φ is an isomorphism as well. Since Φ sends irreducible
elements to irreducible elements it is also unitary as required. 
To prove Theorem 4.1 we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let G be a finite group and let L, V 1 Ď V,U 1 Ď U be subgroups of G such that pU,L, Vq is a
virtual Iwahori decomposition and L normalises U 1. Let Y be an irreducible representation of G. Assume that
the following conditions hold.
(1) L 1 :“ rV 1, Us Ď L and acts on Y by a linear character ψ.
(2) V 1 and U centralise L 1.
(3) U 1 “ ŞvPV 1 Kerpψvq, where ψvpuq “ ψpuvu´1v´1q.
(4) U is abelian and the map V 1 Ñ pU{U 1q_ given by v ÞÑ ψv is surjective.
Then eVeUY “ eVeU 1Y. Dually, if X is an irreducible L-representation on which L 1 acts via a linear
character then CGeUeV bL X » CGeU 1eV bL X.
Proof. For every v P V 1 let γv : U Ñ L 1 be the map γvpuq “ uvu´1v´1. We note that the assumption
that U centralises L 1 implies that γv is a group homomorphism and therefore ψv “ ψ ˝ γv is a linear char-
acter of U for every v P V 1. The assumption that V 1 centralises L 1 implies that the map v ÞÑ ψv defines a
homomorphism V 1 Ñ U_. For v P V 1 let eψvU denote the idempotent in CU which corresponds to ψv.
We claim that for every v P V 1 the operators veUeV and eψvU coincide on Y. Indeed, for every y P Y we have
veUeVpyq “ veUv´1eVpyq “ 1|U|
ÿ
uPU
vuv´1eVpyq
“ 1|U|
ÿ
uPU
uγvpu´1qeVpyq “ 1|U|
ÿ
uPU
ueVγvpu´1qpyq
“ 1|U|
ÿ
uPU
ψvpu´1queV pyq “ eψvU eVpyq.
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It follows that as operators on Y we have
eV 1eUeV “ 1|V 1|
ÿ
vPV 1
veUeV “ 1|V 1|
ÿ
vPV 1
e
ψv
U eV
“ 1|V 1||U|
ÿ
uPU
ÿ
vPV 1
ψvpu´1queV
“ 1|V 1||U|
˜ ÿ
uPU 1
ÿ
vPV 1
ψvpu´1qlooomooon
“1
ueV `
ÿ
uPUrU 1
´ ÿ
vPV 1
ψvpu´1q
¯
loooooooomoooooooon
“0
ueV
¸
“ |U
1|
|U| eU 1eV .
Multiplying the last equality by eV on the left and applying both sides to Y gives
(4.3) eVeU 1Y » eV peU 1eVYq “ eV peV 1eUeVYq “ eVeUeVY » eVeUY.
The first and last isomorphisms follow from (2.2), the second equality arises from the calculation we have
done here, and the third equality follows from the fact that eVeV 1 “ eV because V 1 Ď V . Since eVeUY “
eVeU 1peUYq Ď eVeU 1Y we must have equality between the two subspaces.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. To simplify the notation we write n– n1`n2 and ξ– ξ1‘ ξ2. By [6, Theorem 3.6],
the functor in1,n2 fits into a commuting diagram
(4.4) ReppGn1qrξ1s ˆ ReppGn2qrξ2s
–

in1,n2 // ReppGnqrξs
–

ReppGn1pξ1qqrξ1s ˆ ReppGn2pξ2qqrξ2s
iUn1,n2 pξq,Vn1,n2 pξq // ReppGnpξqqrξs
in which the vertical arrows are equivalences. So it will suffice to prove that the functor i– iUn1,n2pξq,Vn1,n2pξq
appearing in the bottom row of (4.4) is an equivalence.
For 1 ď i ă ℓ, let Ui “ Un1,n2 X Kin and similarly V i “ Vn1,n2 X Kin. By Lemma 2.8, the assumption that
ξ1 and ξ2 are coprime implies that Un1,n2pξq “ U1, Vn1,n2pξq “ V1, and
Gnpξq “ U1pGn1pξ1q ˆGn2pξ2qqV1,
an Iwahori decomposition. Now [6, Theorem 2.20] implies that the functor i is fully faithful; and also that this
functor is essentially surjective if and only if rU1,V1 X ‰ 0 for each irreducible X P ReppGnpξqqrξs. We shall
prove that the latter holds by showing that:
(i) eVieUjX “ eVieUj`1X for all i, j ě 1 with i` j “ ℓ´ 1. In particular
eV1eU1X “ eV1eV2 ¨ ¨ ¨ eVℓ´2eU1X “ eV1X,
as Uℓ´1 Ă ker ξ acts trivially on X.
(ii) eV1X ‰ 0, that is, X has a nontrivial V1-invariant vector.
Proof of (i): We shall use Lemma 4.2, with G – Gnpξq, U 1 – Uj`1, U – Uj, V 1 – V – V i, and
L – Gn1pξ1q ˆGn2pξ2q. We verify the hypotheses (1)–(4) of Lemma 4.2:
For (1), we have L 1 – rV i, Ujs “ Kℓ´1n XL, so clearly L 1 Ď L. On the other hand, since by assumption Kℓ´1n
acts on X through the character ψ– ψξ, the same is true of L
1.
For (2), since V i and Uj are contained in K1n, and K
1
n centralizes K
ℓ´1
n , it is certainly true that V
i and Uj
centralize L 1.
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For (3) and (4), Lemma 2.9 ensures that Uj{Uj`1 and V i{V i`1 are Pontryagin duals of one another, with the
duality realized by the pairing pu, vq ÞÑ ψvpuq. This implies both (3) and (4).
Thus Lemma 4.2 applies, and establishes claim (i).
Proof of (ii): We will prove that X contains a nonzero V i-invariant vector, for each 1 ď i ď ℓ´ 1, by induction
on´i. For i “ ℓ´1 it is in fact true that V ℓ´1 acts trivially on X, since we assumed that Kℓ´1n acts on X through
the character ψ “ ψξ, which is trivial on the subgroup V ℓ´1.
Now assume that XV
i`1 ‰ 0 and take a nonzero w P XVi`1 upon which V i acts by a linear character. By the
above-noted duality between V i{V i`1 and Uj{Uj`1 (where i` j “ ℓ´ 1), there exists an element u P Uj (not
unique) such that vpwq “ ψvpuq ¨w “ ru, vspwq for every v P V i. Now for each v P V i we have
vupwq “ rv, usuvpwq “ ψprv, usquψpru, vsqpwq “ upwq,
showing that the nonzero vector upwq P W is fixed by V i. This proves (ii) and completes the proof of the
Theorem. 
Remark 4.5. The bijection between the sets of isomorphism classes of irreducible representations induced by
the equivalence
in1,n2 : ReppGn1qrξ1s ˆ ReppGn2qrξ2s
–ÝÑ ReppGn1`n2qrξ1‘ξ2s
of Theorem 4.1 is the same as the bijection established by Hill in [8, Corollary 2.6]. This is most easily seen by
considering the inverse of the bottom horizontal arrow in the diagram (4.4), which we showed in the course of
proving Theorem 4.1 to be given on irreducibles by X ÞÑ eU1eV1X. On the other hand, examining the Hecke
algebra isomorphism from [9, Chapter 2, Theorem 4.1] that is used by Hill in [8, Corollary 2.6], one finds that
the corresponding map for Hill’s bijection is given by
X ÞÑ
#
eUjeVjX if ℓ “ 2j,
eUjeVj`1X if ℓ “ 2j` 1.
Using the claim (i) established in the proof of Theorem 4.1 it is easy to see that the two maps coincide up
to isomorphism. For example, in the case ℓ “ 2j we can first use the equality from claim (i) to obtain for all
1 ă k ď j that
eUkeVkX “ eUkeUℓ´keVkX “ eUkeUℓ´keVk´1X “ eUkeVk´1X – eVk´1eUkX,
where the last isomorphism is (2.2). Then we can use the analogue of claim (i) with the roles of U and V
interchanged to get
eVk´1eUkX “ eVk´1eVℓ´keUkX “ eVk´1eVℓ´keUl´1X “ eVk´1eUk´1X – eUk´1eVk´1X,
showing that indeed eUjeVjX – eU1eV1X.
5. BASE CHANGE
In this section we study in detail the ring and coring Ro,ℓpfq, where f P o1rts is a monic irreducible poly-
nomial of degree d, and prove Theorem B. Recall that Ro,ℓpfq is the subgroup of Ro,ℓ generated (as an abelian
group) by all irreducible representations that lie over orbits of characters of Kℓ´1 represented by ξ P Mnpo1q
where ξ is f-primary and n “ md with m P N. When d “ 1, that is f “ t ´ x with x P o1, the character
g ÞÑ ϕpxpg´ 1qq of Kℓ´1n extends to a linear character of GLnpoℓq for all n, and tensoring with this character
gives an isomorphism Ro,ℓpt ´ xq – Ro,ℓptq of rings and of corings. This enables us to reduce the study to
representations with associated nilpotent matrices.
Our goal is to prove that a similar result holds also when d ą 1. We recall the setting mentioned in the
introduction: we assume that f P orts is a monic lifting of f, that x P Mdpoq is a root of f and that O “ orxs.
This is an unramified extension of o, and O1 “ O{pπq is a field extension of o1 of degree d. We then consider
the representation ring RO,ℓpt´ xq which corresponds to O.
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Our main result in this section is the following base change result (Theorem B of the introduction).
Theorem 5.1. Let o and O “ orxs be as above. Then there exists an isomorphism RO,ℓpt ´ xq – Ro,ℓpfq of
rings and corings.
Combining the theorem with the discussion above we obtain
Corollary 5.2. The ring Ro,ℓpfq is isomorphic to RO,ℓptq.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 5.1. Throughout we write ℓ “ 2k ` ε with
ε P t0, 1u. We will treat the two cases separately. The proof for ε “ 0 will be considerably simpler than the
proof for ε “ 1. The group Kk`εn – pMnpokq,`q is the maximal abelian congruence kernel of GLnpoℓq and
we can stratify ReppGLnpoℓqq according to their Kin-isotypic components for k ` ε ď i ď ℓ. It follows from
Clifford Theory (see Subsection 3.2) that we have the following splitting of the Grothendieck group
(5.3) Ro,ℓpfq “ à
rξsPrMkpfqs
R
o,ℓ
rξs,
Note that overO1 the polynomial splits as fptq “
ś
σPGalpO1{o1q
pt´σpxqq, and we get a similar decomposition
(5.4) RO,ℓpt´ xq “ à
rξsPrMO,kpt´xqs
R
O,ℓ
rξs ,
By Lemma 2.11 we know that the inclusion MmpOkq Ď Mmdpokq induces a bijection of orbits
GLmpOkqzMmpOkqt´x » GLmdpokqzMmdpokqf,
between orbits on the left whose reduction modulo π is pt´xq-primary and orbits on the right whose reduction
modulo π is fptq-primary. Therefore, it is enough to prove that for every such ξ we have
R
o,ℓ
rξs – RO,ℓrξs .
We separate now the proof for the case where ℓ is even and where ℓ is odd.
5.1. Even level ℓ “ 2k. Let rξs P rMkmdpfqs. We first establish an equivalence
F : ReppGLmdpoℓqqrξs Ñ ReppGLmpOℓqqrξs
and then prove that it induces an isomorphism of rings and corings Ro,ℓrξs Ñ RO,ℓrξs .
LetW be an irreducible representation in ReppGLmdpoℓqqrξs. By Lemma 2.11 GLmdpokqpξq “ GLmpOkqpξq
and we thus have a short exact sequence
1Ñ Kk Ñ GLmdpoℓqpξq Ñ GLmpOkqpξq Ñ 1.
By Clifford Theory the representation W is induced from a representation X of GLmdpoℓqpξq whose restriction
to Kk is represented by ξ. Let A “ MmpOℓq and let Z “ AK with respect to the trace pairing; see Section 2.5.
The direct sum decomposition Mmdpoℓq “ Z‘A translates to a direct product Kk “ Zk ¨Ak, withAi “ 1`Ai
and similarly Zi “ 1`Zi. It follows that we can write GLmdpoℓqpξq “ Zk¨GLmpOℓqpξq, where the intersection
of the two groups is trivial. Moreover, Zk is a normal subgroup of this group, and it acts trivially on X. The
representation X can thus be considered as an irreducible representation of GLmpOℓqpξq whose restriction to
Ak “ Kk X GLmpOℓq is given by the character ξ. By Clifford Theory again, such irreducible representations
are in one to one correspondence with irreducible representations of GLmpOℓq lying over the orbit of ξ.
In other words, we have established the following categorical equivalence:
F : ReppGLmdpoℓqqrξs
eξÝÑ ReppGLmdpoℓqpξqqξ inf
‹ÝÑ ReppGLmpOℓqpξqqξ indÝÑ ReppGLmpOℓqqrξs
which induces an isomorphism of abelian groups Ro,ℓmdpxqξ Ñ RO,ℓm pxqξ. The middle equivalence is the quasi-
inverse of the inflation functor inf : ReppGLmpOlqpξqqξ Ñ ReppGLmdpolqpξqqξ
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Lemma 5.5. The functor F induces an isomorphism of rings and corings.
Proof. It will be enough to prove that F preserves multiplication, the proof for the comultiplication will follow
by duality. Let ξ “ ξ1 ‘ ξ2. where ξi P rMknipfqs. Let n “ n1 ` n2 and m “ m1 `m2 with ni “ mid.
Let G “ GLnpoℓq and let L “ G1 ˆ G2 be the block diagonal subgroup in G with Gi “ GLnipoℓq. Let
U “ Un1,n2 be the V “ Vn1,n2 be the corresponding upper and lower uni-triangular block matrices. Finally,
let G 1 “ GLmpOℓq and for every subgroup H ď G set H 1 “ HXG 1.
We need to show that the diagram
ReppG1qrξ1s ˆ ReppG2qrξ2s
iU,V //
peξ1 ,eξ2 q

ReppGqrξs
eξ

RepppG1pξ1qqξ1 ˆ ReppG2pξ2qqξ2
iUpξq,Vpξq //
pinf‹,inf‹q

ReppGpξqqξ
inf‹

ReppG 11pξ1qqξ1 ˆ ReppG 12pξ2qqξ2
iU 1pξq,V 1pξq //
pind,indq

ReppG 1pξqqξ
ind

ReppG 11qrξ1s ˆ ReppG 12qrξ2s
iU 1,V 1 // ReppG 1qrξs
commutes. The upper and lower square commute due to the compatibility of Clifford Theory with the induction
operations i, and the middle square is an application of Theorem 2.3 with L “ pG1 ˆ G2qpξq, U “ Upξq,
V “ Vpξq and Z “ Zk (see Subsection 2.2). 
5.2. Odd level ℓ “ 2k` 1. The difficulty in the odd case arises from the fact that Kk is not abelian. LetW be
an irreducible representation in ReppGLmdpoℓqq whose restriction to Kk`1 contains the character represented
by ξ P MmpOkq, and assume that the reduction ξ is f-primary. We can write GLmdpoℓqpξq “ GLmpOℓqpξq¨Kk,
however, unlike in the even case, we cannot write this group as the product of GLmpOℓqpξq and Zk “ 1` Zk,
because Zk is not a subgroup anymore. Indeed, if a, b P Z then
(5.6) p1` πkaqp1 ` πkbq “ p1` πkpa` bqqp1` π2kpabqq,
and it may happen that ab R Z. Nevertheless, the image of the subset Zk modulo Kk`1 is a subgroup of
GLmdpok`1q which is isomorphic to pZ,`q Ď Mmdpo1q, and the subset Zk is stable under conjugation by
GLmdpolqpξq
We write
G “GLmpOk`1qpξq
N “ZkKk`1{Kk`1 – pZ,`q.(5.7)
We have
GLmdpok`1qpξq “ GLmpOk`1qpξqN – G˙ Z.
Note that G depends on ξ while Z depends only on x, the semisimple part of ξ. We thus have the following
commutative diagram, where the rows are short exact sequences, and the vertical arrows are inclusions:
(5.8) 1 // Kk`1 //
“

GLmpOℓqpξq // _

G // // _

1
1 // Kk`1 // GLmdpoℓqpξq // GN // 1
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Applying Clifford Theory (Subsection 2.2) to these exact sequences, there exist equivalences
ReppGLmpOℓqpξqqξ – RepαpGq,
ReppGLmdpoℓqpξqqξ – RepβpGNq,
(5.9)
for some two-cocycles α and β. The fact that α is the restriction of β follows easily from the commutativity of
the above diagram. So our goal in this section is to establish an equivalence RepβpGq – RepβpGNq. We first
recall how exactly the cocycle β arises from the data we have at hand. The character ϕ‹ξ : K
k`1 Ñ Cˆ fits into
a morphism of short exact sequences
(5.10) 1 // Kk`1 //
ϕ‹ξ

GLmdpoℓqpξq //
ψ

GN //
“

1
1 // Cˆ // Γ // GN // 1
The two-cocycle β then arises by choosing a lifting rs : GNÑ Γ of the projection by the formula
βpg1, g2q “ rspg1qrspg2qrspg1g2q´1 P Cˆ
for g1, g2 P GN. This is equivalent to choosing a lifting s : GNÑ GLmdpolqpξq and defining
(5.11) βpg1, g2q “ ϕ‹ξ
´
spg1qspg2qspg1g2q´1
¯
.
We have a certain freedom in choosing the two-cocycle β, namely, we may replace the lifting rs (respectively the
lifting s). We first choose a specific lifting, and prove that the resulting two-cocycle satisfies certain properties.
As the multiplication in the twisted group algebra differs from the the group multiplication we write
C
βGN “ SpanC tTg | g P GNu .
We recall that the multiplication in CβGN is given by the formula
Tg1Tg2 “ βpg1, g2qTg1g2 .
The group Γ can be realised as a subgroup of the multiplicative group of CβGN by identifying the subgroup Cˆ
with its natural embedding in pCβGNqˆ and identifying rspgq with Tg.
Lemma 5.12. Let s : GN Ñ GLmdpoℓqpξq be a set-theoretic section such that spNq Ă Zk and spghq “
spgqsphq for g P G and h P N. Then
βpp1 ` πkaqKk`1, p1` πkbqKk`1q “ ϕξpabq, a, b P Z,
where p1 ` πkaqKk`1, p1 ` πkbqKk`1 denote the images of the respective elements in N. In particular β
depends only on ξ and not on the particular choice of s. Moreover, in CβGN the equality TgThT
´1
g “ Tghg´1
holds for all g P G and h P N. This implies that the restriction of such β to N is G-invariant with respect to
the diagonal conjugation action.
Proof. The cocycle β is given by the formula
βph1, h2q “ ϕ‹ξpsph1qsph2qsph1h2q´1q,
where ϕ‹ξ is the character of K
k`1 – Mnpokq defined in Equation (2.4).
For p1` πkaqKk`1 P N we write ra P Z for an element which satisfies the equation
spp1 ` πkaqKk`1q “ 1` πkra.
We use here the assumption that spNq Ď Zk. Since s is a well defined function on N we get that if a “ b
mod π then ra “ rb.
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To prove the statement about the restriction of β to N, let hi “ p1 ` πkaiqKk`1 P N. Then h1h2 “
p1` πkpa1 ` a1qqKk`1 inN. There is a c P Z such thatĂa1 `Ăa2 “ Ča1 ` a2 ` πc. We calculate
sph1qsph2q “ p1` πkĂa1qp1 ` πkĂa1q “ p1` πkpĂa1 `Ăa2q ` π2kĂa1Ăa2q
“ p1` πkp Ča1 ` a2q ` πk`1c` π2kĂa1Ăa2q
“ p1` πk`1cqp1` π2kĂa1Ăa2qp1 ` πkp Ča1 ` a2qq
“ p1` πk`1cqp1` π2kĂa1Ăa2qsph1h2q.
We then have
βph1, h2q “ ϕ‹ξpsph1qsph2qsph1h2q´1q “ ϕ‹ξpp1`πk`1cqp1`π2kĂa1Ăa2qq “ ϕ‹ξp1`π2kĂa1Ăa2q “ ϕξpa1a2q,
where in the last part we have used the fact that ϕ‹ξ vanishes on Z
k`1 and that the restriction of ϕ‹ξ to K
2k
depends only on the reduction of ξ and ai mod π. That proves the first part of the lemma.
For the second part of the lemma we need to prove the equality
ψpspgqsphqspgq´1q “ ψpspghg´1qq in Γ
for g P G and h P N. For this, we use the fact that conjugation by spgq stabilizes the subset Zk. It then holds
that spgqsphqspgq´1 and spghg´1q are two elements of Zk which differ by an element of Kk`1. Since ϕ‹ξ
vanishes on Kk`1 X Zk “ Zk`1, the two elements spgqsphqspgq´1 and spghg´1q have the same image in Γ ,
and the equality TgThT
´1
g holds in Γ as desired. Finally the G-invariance follows from the equation
βpgh1g´1, gh2g´1qTpgh1g´1qpgh2g´1q “ TgTh1T´1g TgTh2T´1g “ TgTh1Th2T´1g “ βph1, h2qTgh1h2g´1 ,
for all h1, h2 P N. 
From now on we assume that β “ βpξ, sq arises from a splitting s which satisfies the conditions of the last
lemma. Next, we have the following:
Lemma 5.13. The restriction of β to the subgroup N is non-degenerate. In other words, the twisted group
algebra CβN is isomorphic to a matrix algebra.
Proof. Since the twisted group algebra is semisimple, it is enough to prove that its centre is one-dimensional.
Let us write
xh1, h2yβ “ βph1, h2q{βph2, h1q, hi P N.
Since the group N is abelian, this is an alternating form which depends only on the cohomology class of β.
Moreover, in the group algebra CβN we have
Th1Th2T
´1
h1
“ xh1, h2yTh2 .
This implies that the centre of CβN is spanned by all the Th’s for which h is contained in the radical of
x¨, ¨yβ. The centre is thus one-dimensional if and only if the form is non-degenerate. We can calculate the form
explicitly here. Indeed, by the previous lemma we get that
x1` πka, 1` πkbyβ “ ϕpξra, bsq
where ϕ is the additive character
(5.14) ϕpaq “ ϕpπ´1aq
where a P Mmdpoq and a is its reduction mod π (see §2.4).
Assume that p1` πkaq is in the radical, that is, x1` πka, 1` πkby “ 1 for all b P Z. This is equivalent to
Trpξab´ ξbaq “ Trppξa´ aξqbq “ 0 mod π, @b P Z.
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It follows that adξpaq “ rξ, as P Z
K “ A, and using the fact that Z is an A-bimodule we get that adξpaq P Z.
This implies that adξpaq “ 0 and therefore a P A X Z “ 0, so the image of 1 ` πka in N is trivial, as
desired. 
For every g P G, conjugation by Tg defines an algebra automorphism of CβN. By the Skolem-Noether
Theorem for every g P G there is an element Sg P CβN such that
(5.15) SgThS
´1
g “ TgThT´1g “ Tghg´1
for every h P N. The element Sg is defined up to a non-zero scalar which will be fixed in Lemma 5.18. As a
result there exists a two-cocycle γ on G such that
Sg1Sg2 “ γpg1, g2qSg1g2 .
We claim the following:
Lemma 5.16. The map CβGN Ñ Cβγ´1G b CβN given by TgTh ÞÑ Tg b SgTh is an algebra isomorphism.
Its inverse is given by Tg b Th ÞÑ TgS´1g Th.
Proof. It is easy to see that the two maps above are linear and inverse to each other. The fact that they are
algebra morphisms is a direct verification, using the properties of Sg and γ. 
This lemma has the following corollary, which is already very close to what we want:
Corollary 5.17. We have an equivalence of categories RepβpGNq – Repβγ´1pGq.
Proof. Since the algebraCβGN is isomorphic toCβγ
´1
GbCβN, their representation categories are equivalent.
On the other hand, CβN has a unique irreducible representation, and we therefore see that the representation
category of the second algebra is equivalent to the representation category of Cβγ
´1
G, where the equivalence
Repβγ
´1pGq Ñ ReppCβγ´1GbCβNq is realised by mapping a representation W to the representation W b I,
where I is the unique irreducible representation of CβN. 
The desired equivalence RepβpGNq – RepβG would follow once we show that γ is cohomologous to the
trivial cocycle.
Lemma-Definition 5.18. For every g P G the element Sg given by
(5.19) Sg “
ÿ
aPN
Tgag´1T
´1
a “
ÿ
aPN
βprg, as, a´1qTrg,as.
is an invertible element which satisfies Equation (5.15).
Proof. First notice that since TgThT
´1
g “ Tghg´1 the coefficient of T1 in Sg is the cardinality of the fixed point
subspace of G in N. This implies that Sg ‰ 0. We will first prove that SgTh “ Tghg´1Sg for all h P N.
This will imply that Sg is invertible for all g P G. Indeed, the Skolem-Noether Theorem implies that there are
invertible elements Mg such that MgThM
´1
g “ Tghg´1 . The elements M´1g Sg are then non-zero and central
and therefore invertible, since CβN is isomorphic to a matrix algebra. This implies that the elements Sg are
invertible as well.
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We continue with proving the formula SgTh “ Tghg´1Sg for g P G and h P N. We multiply the expressionř
aPN Tgag´1T
´1
a on the right by Th and on the left by Tghg´1 and compute´ ÿ
aPN
Tgag´1T
´1
a
¯
Th “
ÿ
aPN
βpa, a´1q´1βpa´1, hqloooooooooooomoooooooooooon
βpa´1,a´1hq
βpgag´1, a´1hqTgag´1a´1h
“
ÿ
aPN
βprg, as, a´1hqTrg,ash,
Tghg´1
´ ÿ
aPN
Tgag´1T
´1
a
˘ “ ÿ
aPN
βpghg´1, gag´1qlooooooooomooooooooon
βph,aq
βpa, a´1q´1βpghag´1, a´1qlooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon
βpghag´1a´1,a´1q
Tghag´1a´1
“
ÿ
aPN
βprg, has, a´1qTrg,hash.
We have used the fact that β is bi-multiplicative on N and G-invariant. This follows from the explicit formula
for β in Lemma 5.12. The two sums are equal and (5.15) follows. The second form of Sg follows directly from
the first one. 
This enables us, in principle, also to calculate γ. Indeed, a direct calculation based on comparison of the
coefficients of T1 reveals the fact that
γpg1, g2q “ 1|CNpg1g2q|
ÿ
a,bPN such that
rg1,asrg2,bs“1
βprg1, as, a´1qβprg2, bs, b´1q
where for any g P GwewriteCNpgq “ th P N|ghg´1 “ hu. Unfortunately, it is not so clear from this formula
why this cocycle is trivial. Instead, we shall prove that γ is trivial by using tools from group cohomology. We
first claim the following:
Lemma 5.20. The order of γ is a power of p.
Proof. By taking determinants we get the equations
detpSg1q detpSg2q “ γ
?
|N|pg1, g2q detpSg1g2q,
for every g1, g2 P G. This is a trivialization of the cocycle γ
?
|N|. But
a|N| is a power of p, and so the order
of γ is a power of p as well. 
Next, we have the following claim:
Lemma 5.21. The cohomology class of γ is trivial.
Proof. We prove that the restriction of γ to some p-Sylow subgroup P ofG is cohomologically trivial. By using
the fact that coresGP res
G
P “ |G : P| and the fact that the order of γ is a power of p, the lemma would follow.
We first notice that γ is, in fact, inflated from the first congruence quotient
G :“ G{pGX pK1{Kk`1qq.
Indeed, this follows from the triviality of the action of GX K1{Kk`1 on CβN which implies that Sg is a scalar
matrix for all g P G X K1{Kk`1. Let us write ξ “ σ ` ν for the semisimple-nilpotent decomposition of the
reduction of ξmodulo π. Consider the subgroup x1`νy Ď G. This is a p-subgroup, and is therefore contained
in a p-Sylow subgroup P ofG. The group G acts naturally on theO1 vector spaceO
m
1 . Since P is a p-group we
may assume, by choosing a suitable basis of Om1 , that P is contained in the group of unipotent upper triangular
matrices.
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We now show that there exists a primitive idempotent e P CβN which commutes with Sg for g P P. Since
e is primitive, the image of e in the unique irreducible representation I of CβN is is one-dimensional. If we
denote by u a basis vector for the image of e, we will get that for every g P P, Sgu “ λpgqu for some non-zero
scalar λpgq. This will imply that Bλ “ γ on P, and therefore that γ|P is trivial, as desired.
To do so, we find a Lagrangian subgroup inside N which is stable under the action of P. By definition, this
is a subgroup L of N such that |L|2 “ |N| and β|
L
is trivial. Recall that N – Z, and it will be convenient
to work with the latter considered as a subspace of Mmdpo1q. We write Z “ ‘mi,j“1Zi,j where Zi,j stands for a
copy of OK1 Ă Mdpo1q in the pi, jq-block of the matrix. The restriction of β to Zi,i is non-degenerate (and is
actually independent of i). Indeed, the restriction of β to Zi,i – OK1 is given by
pa, bq ÞÑ ϕpxabq
and this gives a non-degenerate two-cocycle. This follows from the fact that 1` ν is in P and ν is therefore an
upper triangular matrix and therefore does not affect the value of β|Zi,i . For every i we choose a Lagrangian
Li Ď Zi,i. We then define
(5.22) L “
´à
iăj
Zi,j
¯à´à
i
Li
¯
.
This is a Lagrangian inside Z. Indeed, a direct calculation using the fact that the matrix ξ is upper triangular
reveals the fact that for pzi,jq, pwi,jq P L we have
(5.23) βppzi,jq, pwi,jqq “
ź
i
βpzi,i,wi,iq,
and since zi,i and wi,i are contained in the Lagrangian Li we get the desired result. Since the group P is con-
tained in the group of block upper triangular matrices, it follows that this Lagrangian is stable under conjugation
by P. Write now Ei,j “ 1|Z|
ř
zPZi,j
Tz. For every i, let Ei,i P CβLi be some primitive idempotent. Consider
e “ śiďj Ei,j. We claim that e is a primitive idempotent which is stable under conjugation by P. The fact
that it is a primitive idempotent follows directly from the fact that L is a Lagrangian subgroup and that it has
the decomposition (5.22). To prove stability under conjugation by P we proceed as follows: Since for every
g P P and z P Z we have that TgTzT´1g “ Tgzg´1 and since P is contained in the group of block upper triangular
matrices we get that g stabilizes the idempotent
ś
iăj Ei,j. For z P Li we have gzg´1 “ z `
ř
jăk zj,k. Since
βph1, h2q “ 1 when both h1 and h2 are block upper triangular matrices and at least one of them is strictly
block upper triangular we get
TgTzT
´1
g “ Tz`řjăk zj,k “ Tz
ź
jăk
Tzj,k .
This implies that TgTz
ś
jăk Ej,kTg´1 “ Tz
ś
jăk Ej,k. Since Ei,i is a linear combination of Tz for z P Li for
every i the idempotent
ś
iďj Ei,j is stable under conjugation by g, as desired. 
Remark 5.24. In case the degree d of the Galois extension O1{o1 is odd we can find a Lagrangian in CβN
invariant under the action of the group G directly, and not only for the p-Sylow subgroup. This will give a more
direct proof of the fact that γ is trivial, without using restriction and corestriction argument. The Lagrangian can
be found in the following way: The algebra of dˆ d matrices is known to be isomorphic to a crossed product:
Mdpo1q – pO1qtGalpO1{o1q. The crossed product algebra has an O1 basis given by pUσqσPGalpO1{o1q, and the
multiplication is given by
y1Uσy2Uτ “ y1σpy2qUστ.
Under the identification Mmdpo1q – MmpMdpo1qq the algebra A corresponds to O1U1 and the A-bimodule Z
corresponds to ‘σ‰1O1Uσ. Moreover, the trace pairing in Mdpo1q is trivial on O1Uσ ˆ O1Uτ if and only if
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στ ‰ 1. If d is odd, write σ for a generator of the Galois group of O1{o1, and define
rL “ pd´1q{2à
i“1
O1Uσi .
Let now L be the image of MmprLq in N. Then the above discussion shows that L is a Lagrangian in N which
is stable under the action of the group GLmpO1q by conjugation, and therefore also under the action of G. In
case the degree d is even, however, there are examples where a G-stable Lagrangian inN does not exist.
Since γ is trivial, we can choose scalars λpgq for every g P G such that the elements Qg :“ λpgqSg satisfy
Qg1Qg2 “ Qg1g2 for every g1, g2 P G. We have some liberty in the choice of λ : G Ñ Cˆ. Indeed,
we can translate λ by a one-dimensional character of G. The possible choices of λ thus form a torsor over
HomGrppG,Cˆq. For a specific λ we will denote by Φλξ the resulting isomorphism CβGN Ñ CβG b CβN
of Lemma 5.16, suitably adjusted. Translating λ by a one-dimensional character of G will alter the above
categorical equivalence by tensoring with the one-dimensional representation. We will call pQgq a trivialisation
of γ. In the next pages we would like to emphasize that Qg and γ arise from the matrix ξ and we will write
pQgq “ pQξgq and γ “ γξ.
Summing everything up, we have the following proposition:
Proposition 5.25. We have an isomorphism Ro,ℓpfq – RO,ℓpt´ xq of abelian groups.
Proof. The last lemma together with (5.9) and Corollary 5.17 enables us to construct such an isomorphism.
Indeed, we have the following composition of categorical equivalences
ReppGLmdpoℓqqrξs eξÑ ReppGLmdpoℓqpξqqξ Ñ RepβpGNq Ñ Repβγ
´1pGq Ñ
RepβpGq Ñ ReppGLmpOℓqpξqqξ indÑ ReppGLmpOℓqqrξs
where the first, second, fifth and sixth equivalences arise from Clifford Theory, the third equivalence is Corol-
lary 5.17, and the fourth equivalence uses the trivialisation of γ, and depends on the particular trivialisation. By
considering this equivalence on the level of Grothendieck groups we get Ro,ℓrξs – RO,ℓrξs . Taking the direct sum of
all these isomorphisms together, we get the desired isomorphism Ro,ℓpfq – RO,ℓpt´ xq. 
The isomorphism Ro,ℓpfq – RO,ℓpt ´ xq depends on a choice of trivialisations pQξgq of γξ for every rξs P
rMkpfqs. We claim the following:
Theorem 5.26. The trivialisations pQξgq can be chosen in such a way that the resulting map
R
o,ℓpfq Ñ RO,ℓpt´ xq
is an isomorphism of rings and corings.
The rest of the section is devoted to proving Theorem 5.26. We start with a few lemmas. Assume that
we have two matrices ξi P MmipOkq (i “ 1, 2) whose reductions modulo π have f-primary characteristic
polynomials. Let ξ “ ξ1 ‘ ξ2 and let ni “ mid. We keep the same notation as in (5.7), adding subscript i for
the groups related to ξi. We decompose the subgroup N of GLmdpok`1qpξq where n “ md “ m1d `m2d
to the direct product N “ N1 ˆN12 ˆN21 ˆN2 with respect to the block decomposition n “ n1 ` n2 (the
subgroup N12 stands for the p1, 2q-block and similarly N21 for the p2, 1q-block).
Lemma 5.27. Let N be a finite abelian group, and let β be a non-degenerate two-cocycle on N. Assume that
N “ NE ˆNO, and that xNE,NOyβ “ 1. Then CβN – CβNE b CβNO. If Θ : CβN Ñ CβN is an algebra
automorphism such that ΘpCβNiq Ď CβNi for i P tO,Eu then Θ is given by conjugation by an invertible
element of the form MEMO where Mi P CβNi for i P tE,Ou. The elements ME and MO are unique up to
multiplication by a non-zero scalar.
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Proof. The fact that xNE,NOyβ “ 1 implies that the multiplication map CβNEbCβNO Ñ CβN is an algebra
homomorphism. It is also surjective, so by dimension considerations it is an isomorphism of algebras. IfΘ is an
automorphism of CβN which satisfies the above condition then Skolem-Noether Theorem applied to Θ|CβNi
for i P tO,Eu gives us the invertible elementsME andMO. 
The following lemma is crucial in proving the compatibility of the isomorphism we have with the product ˝.
Lemma 5.28. Let u P U 1pξq “ Un1,n2pξq X GLmpOk`1q and e12 “ 1|N12|
ř
hPN12
Th P CβN12. Then
Qξue12 “ e12. A similar claim holds for the V-subgroup and the idempotent e21.
Proof. Since the restriction of β to N12 is trivial as a function (this follows easily from general properties of
the trace), we see that e12 is an idempotent. We will first prove that Q
ξ
ue12 “ cpuqe12 for some non-zero scalar
cpuq and for every u P U 1pξq. Since Qξu is proportional toÿ
hPN
βpru,hs, h´1qTru,hs
it will be enough to prove that statement for the last element. We write a general element h of N as a 2 ˆ 2
block matrix of the form h “ p1` πkzqKk`1 where
z “
ˆ
z11 z12
z21 z22
˙
P Z.
We have
ru,hs “
ˆ
1 a
0 1
˙ˆ
1` πk
ˆ
z11 z12
z21 z22
˙˙ˆ
1 ´a
0 1
˙ˆ
1´ πk
ˆ
z11 z12
z21 z22
˙˙
“ 1` πk
ˆ
az21 ´z11a´ az21a` az22
0 ´z21a
˙
mod Kk`1.
Using the explicit formula for β we get
βpru,hs, h´1q “ ϕpξbq,
where
b “
ˆ´az21z11 ` z11az21 ` az21az21 ´ az22z21 ´az21z12 ` z11az22 ` az21az22 ´ az222
z21az21 z21az22
˙
Using the fact that ξ “ ξ1 ‘ ξ2 we get
βpru,hs, h´1q “ ϕξ1p´az21z11 ` z11az21 ` az21az21 ´ az22z21qϕξ2pz21az22q.
Using the definition of ϕξi , the last expression can be written as
ϕpz11paz21ξ1 ´ ξ1az21qqϕpz22pξ2z21a´ z21ξ1aqq.
We use now the fact that N “ pN1 ˆ N2q ˆ pN12 ˆ N21q is a decomposition of N which satisfies the
conditions of Lemma 5.27. Moreover, βph1, h2q “ 1 if h1 P N1 ˆN2 and h2 P N12 ˆN21 or vice versa. This
implies that
Tru,hse12 “ Tfphqe12
where
fphq “ `1` πkˆaz21 0
0 ´z21a
˙˘
Kk`1.
We calculate
(5.29)
ÿ
hPN
βpru,hs, h´1qTru,hse12 “
ÿ
z11,z12,
z21,z22
ϕpz11paz21ξ1 ´ ξ1az21qqϕpz22pξ2z21a´ z21ξ1aqqTfphqe12.
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Notice that only z21 appears in fphq. We consider now the above sum where z21 is fixed and we sum over z11
and z22. Since Z is an A-bimodule the element az21ξ1 ´ ξ1az21 lies in Z. If the reduction of this element mod
π is not trivial, the summation in (5.29) will vanish. This follows from the fact that the pairing Z ˆ Z Ñ Cˆ
pa, bq ÞÑ ϕpξabq is non-degenerate. This follows from the fact that if a is in the radical of the form, then ξa
is in Z
K “ A. But since ξ P A is invertible and A is an algebra this implies that a P A X Z “ 0. A similar
argument holds for b. It follows that az21 P Z commutes with ξ1. But this is possible only if az21 “ 0.
Considering now the other instance of ϕ in (5.29) we similarly get that ξ2z21a “ z21ξ1a. Using the fact
that
ˆ
1 a
0 1
˙
P U 1pξq we get that ξ1a “ aξ2. This implies as before that z21a commutes with ξ2, and that
z21a “ 0.
Summing up this all we get that fphq “ 1, and
Qξue12 “ cpuqe12
for some non-zero scalar cpuq.
The fact that pQξgq is a trivialisation of γ implies that c is a group homomorphism fromU 1pξq toCˆ. Assume
now that g P pGLm1pOk`1q ˆ GLm2pOk`1qqpξq. It holds that
cpgug´1qe12 “ Qgug´1e12 “ QgQuQ´1g e12 “ QgQue12Q´1g “ cpuqe12
so cpuq “ cpgug´1q. Since it can easily be shown that rpGLm1pOk`1q ˆ GLm2pOk`1qqpξq, U 1pξqs “ U 1pξq
(just by considering diagonal matrices in the first group) we get that c must be the trivial homomorphism. 
Lemma 5.30. LetN “ N1ˆN2ˆN12ˆN21 be a decomposition ofN as before and let pQξgq be a trivialisation
of γξ. Then for gi P GLmipOk`1qpξiq (i “ 1, 2) we get unique elements Qξigi such that the following equation
holds:
Qξ
diagpg1,g2q
e12e21 “ Qξ1g1Qξ2g2e12e21.
Moreover the elements Q
ξi
gi provide a trivialisation of γξi for i “ 1, 2.
Proof. Write g “ diagpg1, g2q,NE :“ N1ˆN2 andNO :“ N12ˆN21. We begin by considering the equation
for Sg which we write here as S
ξ
g to distinguish the different elements Sg arising from the different groups.
Sξg “
ÿ
hPN
Tghg´1T
´1
h .
Since βpNE,NOq “ βpNO,NEq “ 1 and since N – NE ˆNO and gNig´1 “ Ni for itO,Eu we get
Sξg “
ÿ
hPNE
Tghg´1T
´1
h
ÿ
hPNO
Tghg´1T
´1
h .
The fact that βpN1,N2q “ βpN2,N1q “ 1 implies that the first sum is just the product Sξ1g1Sξ2g2 . We write SOg
for the second sum.
Next, we use the fact that NO “ N12 ˆN21. We rewrite
SOg “
ÿ
h12PN12,h21PN21
Tgh12h21g´1T
´1
h12h21
“
ÿ
h12PN12,h21PN21
Tgh12g´1βpgh12g´1, gh21g´1q´1βph12, h21qTgh21g´1T´1h21T
´1
h12
“
ÿ
h12PN12,h21PN21
Tgh12g´1Tgh21g´1T
´1
h21
T´1h12
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where we have used the fact that β is G-invariant. Since the action of the group G stabilizes N12 it holds
that SOg commutes with e12. We compute:
SOg e12e21 “ e12SOg e21 “ e12
ÿ
h12PN12,h21PN21
Tgh12g´1Tgh21g´1T
´1
h21
T´1h12e21
“ e12
ÿ
h12PN12,h21PN21
Tgh21g´1T
´1
h21
T´1h12e21 “ e12
ÿ
h21PN21
Tgh21g´1T
´1
h21
e12e21.
For every h P N21 we have
The12T
´1
h “ eψh12
where the character ψh P N_12 arises from the non-degenerate pairing x¨, ¨yβ : N21 ˆN12 Ñ Cˆ and eψh12 is the
trivial idempotent in CβN12 “ CN12 which corresponds to the character ψh. This means that
e12
ÿ
h21PN21
Tgh21g´1T
´1
h21
e12e21
will be non-zero exactly when gh21g
´1 “ h21 (this follows from the non-degeneracy of x¨, ¨yβ), and it will then
be equal to e12e21. The above calculation now implies that S
O
g e12e21 “ |CN21pgq|e12e21. This implies that
(5.31) Sξge12e21 “ Sξ1g1Sξ2g2SOg e12e21 “ |CN21pgq|Sξ1g1Sξ2g2e12e21
Assume now that pQξgq is a trivialisation of γ. By considering also the elements diagpg1, 1q and diagp1, g2q
and by using Equation 5.31 above we get unique invertible elements Qξigi P CβNi which satisfy the equation:
(5.32) Qξge12e21 “ Qξ1g1Qξ2g2e12e21
We claim that pQξig q is a trivialisation for γξi for i “ 1, 2. Indeed, equation (5.31) already implies that Qξig
is proportional to S
ξi
g . The fact that this is a trivialisation ofGi follows from the fact that pQξgq is a trivialisation
of γξ and the following computation: if g1, g
1
1 P G1 we write g “ diagpg1, 1q and g 1 “ diagpg 11, 1q and
calculate
Qξgg 1e12e21 “ QξgQξg 1e12e21 “ Qξge12e21Qξg 1
“ Qξ1g1e12e21Qξg 1 “ Qξ1g1Qξg 1e12e21
“ Qξ1g1Qξ1g 11e12e21.
On the other hand
Qξgg 1e12e21 “ Qξ1g1g 11e12e21.
By considering again the decomposition of CβN arising from Lemma 5.27 this implies that
Q
ξ1
g1g
1
1
“ Qξ1g1Qξ1g 11 ,
which means exactly that pQξ1g q is a trivialisation for γ on G1. The proof that pQξ2g q is a trivialisation for G2 is
the same. 
We are now ready to prove that the isomorphisms of abelian groups Ro,ℓpfq Ñ RO,ℓpt ´ xq are compatible
with the multiplication. We do this in two steps. In the first step we consider only the orbits of ξ1, ξ2 and
ξ “ ξ1 ‘ ξ2. In the second step we will consider all orbits in rMkpfqs.
Proposition 5.33. Assume that ξ “ ξ1‘ξ2 and all the groups are as before. Assume also that the trivializations
pQpm1`m2qg q, pQξ1g q, pQξ2g q arising from the categorical equivalences
RepβG – Repβγ´1 GN,RepβG1 – Repβγ´1 G1N1, and RepβG2 – Repβγ´1 G2N2
satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 5.30. Then the equivalences
ReppGLmdpolqqξ – ReppGLmpOlqξq,ReppGLm1dpolqqξ1 – ReppGLm1pOlqξ1q and
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ReppGLm2dpolqqξ2 – ReppGLm2pOlqξ2q
are compatible with the product ˝ in the sense that the diagram
R
o,ℓ
ξ1
bRo,ℓξ2
˝ //

R
o,ℓ
ξ

R
O,ℓ
ξ1
bRO,ℓξ2
˝ // RO,ℓξ
commutes.
Proof. The equivalences between the categories is given as the composition of the equivalences
ReppGLmdpolqqξ – ReppGLmdpolqpξqqξ – RepβpGLmdpok`1qpξqqξ –
RepβpGLmpOk`1qpξqqξ – ReppGLmpOlqpξqqξ – ReppGLmpOlqqξ
and similarly for the equivalence for the groups G1 and G2. All the equivalences except for the middle arise
from Clifford Theory and are known to be compatible with ˝. We will prove here that the middle equivalence,
for projective representations, is compatible with ˝ as well.
Let thenWi P RepβpGLmipOk`1qpξiqqξi be a projective representation for i “ 1, 2. We have
W1 ˝W2 “ CβGLmpOk`1qpξqeU 1pξqeV 1pξq bG1ˆG2 pW1 bW2q.
The corresponding representation of CβGLmdpok`1qpξq is then given by
(5.34)
`
C
βGLmpOk`1qpξqeU 1pξqeV 1pξq bG1ˆG2 pW1 bW2q
˘b Iξ
where as before Iξ is the simple representation of C
βN. The action of g P G is given by the action with TgbQξg
and the action of h P N is given by 1b Th.
On the other hand, if we first apply the categorical equivalence toW1 andW2 we get the representations
W1 b Iξ1 andW2 b Iξ2
where the action of g P Gi Ď GiNi on Wi b Iξi is given by Tg b Qξig and the action of h P Ni Ď GiNi is
given by 1b Th. Applying ˝ we get
pW1 b Iξ1q ˝ pW2 b Iξ2q “
(5.35) CβGNeU 1pξqN12eV 1pξqN21 bpG1ˆG2q¨pN1ˆN2q pW1 b Iξ1qb pW2 b Iξ2q.
Where we have used the fact that Upξq “ U 1pξqN12 and Vpξq “ V 1pξqN21. We next use the isomorphism of
rings CβGN – CβGbCβN. Under this isomorphism the element
eU 1pξqN12eV 1pξqN21 “ eU 1pξqe12eV 1pξqe21
where e12 is the idempotent which corresponds toN12 and similarly for e21 becomesÿ
uPU 1pξq,vPV 1pξq
TuTv bQξue12Qξve21 “ eU 1pξqeV 1pξq b e12e21
by Lemma 5.28. The representation 5.35 then gives the CβGb CβN representation
(5.36)
`
C
βGeU 1pξqeV 1pξq b CβNe12e21
˘bpG1ˆG2q¨pN1ˆN2q pW1 b Iξ1qb pW2 b Iξ2q.
We fix an isomorphism
Ψ : CβNe12e21 bpN1ˆN2q pIξ1 b Iξ2q – Iξ
of CβN representations. By the specific choice of Lagrangians it is easy to show that CβNe21bpN1ˆN2q pIξ1 b
Iξ2q is isomorphic to the unique irreducible representation of CβN, and CβNe12e21 bpN1ˆN2q pIξ1 b Iξ2q is
then a non-zero subrepresentation, which must be equal to it.
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We rewrite Equation (5.36) in the following way: we will write p´ b ´qpG1ˆG2q¨pN1ˆN2q, the coinvariants
with respect to the action of the group pG1 ˆ G2q ¨ pN1 ˆ N2q, instead of ´ bpG1ˆG2q¨pN1ˆN2q ´. This will
make it easier to analyse the representation. Using the isomorphism Ψ we get`
C
βGeU 1pξqeV 1pξq b CβNe12e21
˘bpG1ˆG2q¨pN1ˆN2q pW1 b Iξ1qb pW2 b Iξ2q
– `pCβGeU 1pξqeV 1pξq b pW1 bW2qq b pCβNe12e21 b pIξ1 b Iξ2qq˘pG1ˆG2q¨pN1ˆN2q
– `pCβGeU 1pξqeV 1pξq b pW1 bW2qq b pCβNe12e21 bpN1ˆN2q pIξ1 b Iξ2qq˘pG1ˆG2q.
The action of g “ diagpg1, g2q P G1 ˆG2 on the last vector space is given by
g ¨ pTg 1eU 1pξqeV 1pξq bw1 bw2 b The12e21 b v1 b v2q
“ pTg 1T´1g eU 1pξqeV 1pξq b Tg1 ¨w1 b Tg2 ¨w2 b The12e21pQξgq´1 bQξ1g1v1 bQξ2g2v2q
“ pTg 1T´1g eU 1pξqeV 1pξq b Tg1 ¨w1 b Tg2 ¨w2 b The12e21pQξ1g1q´1pQξ2g2q´1 bQξ1g1v1 bQξ2g2v2q
“ pTg 1T´1g eU 1pξqeV 1pξq b Tg1 ¨w1 b Tg2 ¨w2 b The12e21 b v1 b v2q,
where we have used Lemma 5.30 to relate Qξg and Q
ξi
gi , the fact that Q
ξi
gi P CβNi and the relevant tensor
product is over N1 ˆN2. This shows that the above representation is in fact isomorphic with`
C
βGeU 1pξqeV 1pξq bG1ˆG2 pW1 bW2q
˘b `CβNe12e21 bN1ˆN2 pIξ1 b Iξ2q˘.
Using the isomorphism Ψ above, this representation is isomorphic to`
C
βGeU 1pξqeV 1pξq bG1ˆG2 pW1 bW2q
˘b Iξ
as desired. 
The last thing we need to do is to show that we can choose all the isomorphism RO,lrξs – Ro,lrξs in a way which
will give us a ring homomorphism. We know this is locally true, for a particular triple pξ1, ξ2, ξ “ ξ1 ‘ ξ2q
and we want to show that we can also make a global choice of trivialisations which will give us a global ring
isomorphism. For this we will use Tychonoff’s Theorem.
For every rξs P rMkpfqs we write
Xξ “ tpQξgq|pQξgq is a trivialisation of γξu.
Since the trivialisations form a torsor over the finite group HomZpGpξq,Cˆq this set is finite. Let
X “
ź
ξ
Xξ.
We will call an element x “ pQξgqξ coherent if whenever ξ “ ξ1 ‘ ξ2 and g “ diagpg1, g2q for gi P Gpξiq
the conclusion of Lemma 5.30 holds, that is
Qξge12e21 “ Qξ1g1Qξ2g2e12e21
in the twisted group algebra CβN. By Proposition 5.33 a coherent element in X will give an isomorphism of
rings as desired.
We thus want to prove that X contains a coherent element. For this, consider X as a topological space with
the product topology, where the Xξ are finite discrete topological spaces. The space X is then compact by
Tychonoff’s Theorem, as a product of compact spaces.
Since rMkpfqs is a countable union of finite sets it is countable. Choose an enumeration prξisq of rMkpfqs,
and define
µi “
ià
j“1
ξj.
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For every i choose a trivialisation pQµig q of γµi . By Lemma 5.30 we get a trivialisation pQi,jg q for γξj for every
j ď i.
Choose now a sequence of elements pxiq in X which satisfy the following condition: If j ď i then pxiqξj “
pQi,jg q. The compactness of X implies that pxiq has a convergent subsequence xik . Write x “ limk xik . We
claim that x is a coherent element of X. Indeed, Assume that ξi ‘ ξj “ ξk for some i, j, k P N. Then since
all the spaces Xξ are finite we get that xξi “ pxirqξi , xξj “ pxirqξj and xξk “ pxirqξk for r ąą 0. For r big
enough we get that i, j, k ă ir. But for such an r µir will contain the two identical matrices ξi ‘ ξj and ξk as
direct summands. By considering the action of the relevant Weyl group we get that the resulting trivialisations
for γξi‘ξj and for γξk are equal. But the trivialisation we get for γξi‘ξj is compatible with the trivialisations
we get for γξi and γξj in the sense of Lemma 5.30. This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.26 and hence of
Theorem B.
6. THE PRINCIPAL SERIES AND PROOFS OF THEOREMS C AND D
6.1. The principal series of GLnpoq. Essential for the multiplication and comultiplication on Ro to commute,
thereby endowing So with a structure of a Hopf algebra, is the existence of a Mackey formula. A general
Mackey formula should involve two ‘Levi subgroups’ L1 and L2 and a combinatorial formula of the form
(6.1) rGL2 i
G
L1
– à
wPWL2zWG{WL1
i
L2
L2XwL2w´1
Adw r
L1
w´1L1wXL1
keeping track of the commutation of induction and restriction functors (in a broad sense) through the combi-
natorics of the Weyl group. See [7, §5] for the precise general formulation and proof for the case of Harish-
Chandra functors associated with reductive groups over finite fields. The existence of such formula is a key for
the development of the theory, in particular for the existence of a PSH-algebra structure; see [14], in particular
Appendix 3. We remark that a naive generalisation of Harish-Chandra functors to the context of rings, namely
taking only one idempotent rather than two, does not lead to any tractable relation in between induction and
restriction. This can be seen by the growing complexity of the permutation representation of GLnpoq over the
flag variety; see [4] for n “ 2 and [13] for n “ 3.
While we do not know whether a Mackey formula of the sort (6.1) holds in general for GLnpoq, it does
hold for the ‘maximal torus’ as we now explain. Let T – GL1poℓqn denote the group of diagonal matrices in
G “ GLnpoℓq. LetU denote the subgroup of upper unitriangular matrices in GLnpoℓq and let V be its transpose.
Let i “ CGeueVbT : ReppTq Ñ ReppGq and r “ eUeVCGbG : ReppGq Ñ ReppTq.
Theorem 6.2 (Decomposition of the principal series [5]).
(1) There is a natural isomorphism r i – řσPSn Adpσq.
(2) For each linear character χ of T there is an isomorphism of algebras EndGpiχq » CStabSnpχq. In
particular, if χ “ 1 is the trivial representation we have EndG pip1qq – CSn.
The isomorphism in part (2) of the theorem coincides with the Hecke algebra isomorphism associated to the
flag representation of GLnpFqq and should be contrasted with the highly complicated decomposition of the flag
representation of GL3poℓq; see [13, §6.3].
6.2. Proof of Theorem C. Let ρ be a strongly cuspidal representation of level ℓ. In case ℓ “ 0 the result
follows from Sections 2 and 9 in [14]. Assume that ℓ ą 0. The restriction of ρ to Kℓ{Kℓ`1 – Mnpkq consists
of irreducible matrices with common irreducible characteristic polynomial f and therefore Spρq Ď Ro,ℓpfq.
By Theorem B we have an isomorphism of rings and corings
R
o,ℓpfq – RO,ℓpt´ xq
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where O “ orxs, and the minimal polynomial of x over o is f. Under this isomorphism ρ corresponds to a
representation of GL1pOℓq whose restriction to Kℓ{Kℓ`1 – M1pO1q is the 1 ˆ 1 matrix pxq; see the discus-
sion following the statement of Theorem C in the introduction. Notice that Kℓ and Kℓ`1 are the congruence
subgroups inside a different general linear group now.
We now proceed by induction on ℓ. Translation by the one-dimensional character which corresponds to
the image of x in Oℓ gives an isomorphism R
O,ℓpt ´ xq – RO,ℓptq. Under this isomorphism the image
of ρ is a representation of GL1pOℓq which is trivial on the ℓ-th congruence subgroup. We can thus consider
it as a representation rρ of GL1pOℓ´1q. The original algebra generated by ρ is a PSH-algebra if and only
if the algebra generated by this representation of GL1pOℓ´1q is a PSH-algebra because translation by one-
dimensional character is compatible with multiplication and comultiplication. We can proceed inductively to
translate by one-dimensional characters until we reach the level ℓ “ 0. But then the claim is clear, because all
representations of GL1pkq are cuspidal for any finite field k. 
6.3. Proof of Theorem D. We know that if ρ is a strongly cuspidal representation then Spρq is a PSH al-
gebra. We just need to make sure that the Hopf axiom is still valid when we multiply representations from
different Spρqs. In other words, we need to show that if we have νi P Spρiq for i “ 1, . . . , n then
∆pν1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ νnq “ ∆pν1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ∆pνnq.
By Corollary 1.2 we can reduce to the case where all the representations ρi are of the same level ℓ and are
all contained in Ro,ℓpfq for some irreducible polynomial f P o1rts. Using the base change isomorphism from
Theorem B we can further assume, by passing to the relevant extension, that this polynomial has degree 1.
By translating by a one-dimensional character we can assume that this polynomial is t, and therefore that the
restriction of all νi to the ℓ-th congruence subgroups is trivial. We can thus consider all the νi as (virtual)
representations in Ro,ℓ´1. We can now continue to reduce ℓ inductively using the isomorphism of Theorem B
and translation by a one-dimensional character. For ℓ “ 0we know that the theorem is true by Section 9 in [14],
so we are done. 
7. SOME NILPOTENT REPRESENTATIONS
Corollary 5.2 reduces the study of Ro,ℓpfq to the nilpotent subalgebra RO,ℓptq. In this section we consider
the case ℓ “ 2, and focus on representations whose associated (nilpotent) matrix has only one non-zero Jordan
block. We thus fix an integer r ě 2 and consider the rˆ r matrix η given by
η “ e1,2 ` e2,3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` er´1,r
where ei,j is the matrix with 1 in the pi, jq entry and zero otherwise. We study the subgroup Nη “ No,2η of
R
o,2ptq spanned by all irreducible representations whose associated matrix is of the form ηn :“ η ‘ 0n´r for
some n. The map that assigns to an irreducible representation the orbit of its associated matrix commutes with
the multiplication ˝, and we get that Nη ˝Ro,1 Ď Nη and that ∆pNηq Ď Ro,1 b Nη`NηbRo,1. The second
statement follows from the fact that the matrix η is indecomposable.
We write k for the residue field o1. We also omit the ring o and simply write R
ℓ “ Ro,ℓ. First we determine
the structure of the centraliser of ηn inside GLnpkq. We then use Clifford Theory to study its representations,
and finally we will explain the relation with the multiplication ˝.
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7.1. The centraliser of ηn. The following lemma follows easily from linear algebra.
Lemma 7.1. The centraliser of ηn in Mnpkq is isomorphic to the endomorphism ring of the krts-module
krts{tr ‘ kn´r. It consists of all matrices of the form
(7.2) M “
ˆ
M11 M12
M21 M22
˙
“
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚
a0 a1 . . . ar´1 b1 . . . bn´r
0 a0 . . . ar´2 0 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . a0 0 . . . 0
0 0 . . . c1 d11 . . . d1,n´r
...
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . cn´r dn´r,1 . . . dn´r,n´r
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
where M11 P Mrpkq is an element of the subalgebra of Mrpkq generated by η, M12 P Mrˆn´rpkq consists of
row vectors of the form b1e1,r`1`b2e1,r`2 ¨ ¨ ¨ `bn´re1,n,M21 P Mn´r,rpkq consists of column vectors of the
form c1er`1,r ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` cn´ren,r andM22 P Mn´rpkq is arbitrary. Moreover, M is invertible if and only ifM11
andM22 are invertible.
In terms of the krts-module the centraliser is isomorphic to the automorphism group
Cr,n “
ˆ
Ar V
V˚ GLn´rpkq
˙
“
ˆ
GL1pkrts{trq tr´1M1,n´rpkq
Mn´r,1pkq GLn´rpkq
˙
.
We shall frequently move between the centraliser GLnpkqpηnq and its isomorphic copy Cr,n. The notation of
the k-vector spaces V and V˚ reflects the fact that they are in natural duality. We writeA “ Ar “ GL1pkrts{trq
and let Aij denote the i-th congruence subgroup modulo the j-th congruence subgroup of A. The action of
Ar ˆ GLn´rpkq on V and on V˚ is given as follows: an element
ř
i ait
i P A acts on V by multiplication with
the scalar a0 and on V
˚ by multiplication with a´10 . The group GLn´rpkq acts in the standard way on V and
on V˚ via the inverse.
It is not difficult to see that we have an Iwahori decomposition of Cr,n given by pV˚, Ar ˆ GLn´rpkq, Vq.
Here and in the sequel we slightly abuse notation and identify the vector spaces V and V˚ with the unipotent
subgroups they define.
By Clifford Theory we know that irreducible representations of GLnpo2q that lie over the orbit rηns are in
bijection with representations of CβCr,n for some cocycle β. A direct calculation shows that we can choose β
so that βpc, dq “ ϕ pηncdq. Since ηn is nilpotent and commutes with c and with d, we get that the matrix ηncd
is nilpotent as well, and therefore β is trivial. This fact generalises easily to all nilpotent matrices. Therefore,
representations of GLnpo2q lying over the character ηn are in bijection with representations of Cr,n.
7.2. Analysis of the irreducible representations of Cr,n by Clifford Theory. We will now write Cr,n as an
extension and use Clifford Theory repeatedly to classify its irreducible representations. We then proceed to see
how this interacts with the multiplication. The next lemma is straight forward.
Lemma 7.3. The group Cr,n fits into the following short exact sequence of groups
1Ñ HÑ Cr,n Ñ Ar´1 ˆGLn´rpkq Ñ 1
where H is a generalised Heisenberg group given by H “ V ¨V˚ ¨Ar´1r , and Ar´1r » pk,`q is the subgroup of
Ar consisting of all elements of the form 1` atr´1 for some a P k.
We recall the construction of the irreducible representations of H. The group H is a Heisenberg group that
fits into the central extension
1Ñ Ar´1r Ñ HÑ V ˆ V˚ Ñ 1.
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Let W be an irreducible representation of H. Assume first that the restriction of W to Ar´1r is given by a
nontrivial character x (where x P kˆ, and we identify k and its dual group as in §2.4). That already determines
W uniquely up to an isomorphism. Indeed, it is easy to see thatW has a basis twvuvPV , the action of V is given
by v1 ¨wv2 “ wv1`v2 and the action of f P V˚ is given by f ¨wv “ ϕpxxv, fyqwv. Such a representation, which
we denote by Wx, has dimension |V | “ qn´r, where q is the cardinality of k. If the restriction of W to Ar´1r
is trivial, thenW is a pull-back of a representation of the abelian group V ˆ V˚. The dual group of this group
is V˚ ˆ V , and therefore such a representation is one-dimensional and is given by a pair pf, vq P V˚ ˆ V . We
denote the corresponding representation of H byWpf,vq. Thus
(7.4) IrrpHq “  Wx | x P kˆ(ž Wpf,vq | pf, vq P V˚ ˆ V( .
We now determine the orbits of the quotient Cr,n{H » Ar´1 ˆ GLn´rpkq on IrrpHq. The action of Cr,n{H
on IrrpHq is as follows. OnWx the action is trivial. The action of pa, gq P Ar´1ˆGLn´rpkq onWpf,vq is given
by
(7.5) pa, gq ¨Wpf,vq “Wpa´1
0
g¨f,v¨a0g´1q
,
where a0 is the constant term of a.
Lemma 7.6. Using the parametrisation (7.4), the orbits of Cr,n{H on IrrpHq are given by
(1) The singleton tWp0,0q “ 1Hu with stabiliser Ar´1 ˆ GLn´rpkq.
(2) Singletons tWxu for x P kˆ with stabiliser Ar´1 ˆ GLn´rpkq.
(3) tWpf,vq | fpvq “ yu for every y P kˆ, represented byWpe1,ye1q whose stabiliser isAr´1ˆGLn´r´1pkq.
(4) tWpf,0q | 0 ‰ f P V˚u represented byWpe1,0q, and tWp0,vq | 0 ‰ v P Vu represented byWp0,e1q.
The stabiliser in both cases is Ar´1 ˆ
`
GLn´r´1pkq ˙ kn´r´1
˘
.
(5) tWpf,vq | 0 ‰ f P V˚, 0 ‰ v P V, fpvq “ 0u represented byWpe2,e1q whose stabiliser is Ar´1ˆC12,n´2.
Proof. The classification of the orbits is immediate from (7.5). For the stabilisers we use the explicit form (7.2).
The action of the quotient Cr,n{H factors through GL1pkq ˆ GLn´rpkq and the relation between the compo-
nents a0 and g is dictated by (7.5) and the stabiliser is isomorphic to Ar´1 ˆ C, where C is the stabiliser
inside GLn´rpkq; we need to choose a splitting where a0 P GL1pkq maps to the scalars in GLnpkq to get this
isomorphism. The group C for orbits of type (3) consists of elements of the form
(7.7)
¨˚
˚˝˚1 0 0 . . . 0˚ ˚ ˚ . . . ˚
...
...
...
. . .
...
˚ ˚ ˚ . . . ˚
‹˛‹‹‚Ă GLn´rpkq,
forWpe1,0q which is a semidirect product GLn´r´1pkq ˙ kn´r´1; similarly we get the transpose forWp0,e1q.
For orbit of type (4) the stabiliser within GLn´rpkq takes the form
(7.8)
¨˚
˚˝˚1 0 0 . . . 00 ˚ ˚ . . . ˚
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 ˚ ˚ . . . ˚
‹˛‹‹‚Ă GLn´rpkq,
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hence isomorphic to GLn´r´1pkq. Finally, the stabiliser of pe2, e1q is just
(7.9) C12,n´r “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
1 ˚ ˚ . . . ˚
0 1 0 . . . 0
0 ˚ ˚ . . . ˚
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 ˚ ˚ . . . ˚
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚Ă GLn´rpkq,
which is the subgroup of C2,n´r consisting of all elements in C2,n´r in which a0 “ 1. 
We now turn to the classification of irreducible representations ofCr,n. Consider the following directed graph
in Figure 1. We claim that the irreducible representations of Cr,n can be parametrised by triples pγ,ψ, Yqr,n,
FIGURE 1. Branching graph Γ
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where γ is a directed path in the graph Γ from C toGL of constrained length (to be explained below), together
with a character of Ar (with constraints depending on the path) and a representation of GLmpkq, with m
depending on the path. The vertex C stands for the groups Cεi,j, the vertex D stands for the affine groups
GLmpkq ˙ km and the vertex GL stands for GLmpkq. More precisely, we have the following.
Theorem 7.10. The irreducible representations of Cr,n are parameterised by triples ρpγ,ψ, Yqr,n, where
‚ γ is one of the following paths
p1Hq, pxq, pyq, pc, . . . , cloomoon
1ďtďn´r
, 1Hq, pc, . . . , cloomoon
1ďtďn´r
, xq, pc, . . . , cloomoon
1ďtďn´r
, yq, pc, . . . , cloomoon
t
, d, . . . , dlooomooon
slooooooooomooooooooon
1ď2t`sďn´r
q.
We call these paths permissible.
‚ ψ P pA is compatible with γ (namely, its restriction toAr´1r is as specified below), and Y P Irr `GLδpγqpkq˘.
γ δpγq ψ|Ar´1r ‹ fpvq
piq p1Hq n´ r 0
piiq pxq n´ r x
piiiq pyq n´ r´ 1 0 y
pivq pc, . . . , c, 1Hq n´ r´ 2t 0 0
pvq pc, . . . , c, xq n´ r´ 2t 0 x
pviq pc, . . . , c, yq n´ r´ 2t´ 1 0 0 y
pviiq pc, . . . , c, d, . . . , dq n´ r´ 2t´ s 0
Here the first column is the path γ, the second indicates the dimension, and the third is the restriction
of ψ to Ar´1r .
Proof. We split the irreducible representations of Cr,n according to the orbits of their restrictions to H. The
first three types of irreducible representations of Cr,n lie above the first three orbits appearing in Lemma 7.6.
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(i) The trivial representation 1H always extends and the representations above that orbit are determined by
representations of the quotient.
(ii) Representations that lie overWx for x P kˆ can be extended to representations of Cr,n in the following
way. The character ofAr´1r represented by x can be extended to a (one-dimensional) character ψ of the
abelian groupAr. We can define an action ofArˆGLn´rpkq onWx by setting pa, gq¨wv “ ψpaqwgpvq.
A direct calculation shows that together with the action of H on Wx we get a representation of Cr,n.
Therefore, the relevant two-cocycle is trivial, and representations of Cr,n lying overWx are in bijection
with representations of the quotientAr´1ˆGLn´kpkq. The bijection is given by tensoring (an extension
of)Wx with (pullbacks to Cr,n of) representations of the quotient.
(iii) Similar to the first two cases, with the extra choice of orbit parameterised by y P kˆ.
These types correspond to the two paths fromC toGL. Before we continue with the classification we digress
to explain the (mathematical) inductive process. With orbits (1)-(3) excluded, we now look at the stabiliser of
the orbit representatives marked in Lemma 7.6 for types (4)-(5). We have two types of possible stabilisers. One
is C12,n´r, associated again with the vertex C and reflecting the self-similar nature of the problem. The second
isAr´1ˆpGLn´r´1pkq˙kn´r´1q, associated with the vertexD. Now, from C12,n´r one can similarly continue
and get all five orbit types but with smaller dimensions. There is one difference though: note that from the
second step the groups of type C that show up are always of the form C12,j, but that does not change the process.
The edge c in the graph accounts for repetitions of that type of orbit. After exhausting these iterations t times,
and then
(iv) branching out to vertexGLwith the trivial representation of the (smaller) Heisenberg group that occurs
in the (last) group of type C in the chain.
(v) branching out to vertex GL with character x P kˆ of the centre of the (smaller) Heisenberg group that
occurs in the (last) group of type C in the chain.
(vi) branching out to vertex GL with choice y P kˆ of and orbit of representations of the (smaller) Heisen-
berg group that occurs in the (last) group of type C in the chain.
(vii) branching out to vertex D then iterating s times before branching out to vertex GL. In more detail:
consider the action of GLmpkq on (the dual of) km. We get that representations of the semidirect product
GLmpkq ˙ km come in two families, those that correspond to the zero orbit or the rest. The zero orbit
leads to a representation of GLmpkq and the dense orbit leads to a representation of GLm´1pkq˙km´1.
We can thus brunch from a vertex of type D to a vertex of type GL or go back to D with a smaller
dimension.

7.3. Interpretation of the representations via the multiplication. Our next goal is to show that the product
of elements from Nη and R
o,1 satisfies the Hopf formula.
Proposition 7.11. For every pair of natural numbers n and m with n ě r, γ a permissible path for Cr,n,
ψ P pA compatible with γ andW P Irr pGLmpkqq the following hold.
W ˝ ρpγ,ψ, 1qr,n “ ρpγ,ψ,Wqr,n`m.
Here 1 stands for the trivial representation of the trivial group GL0pkq.
In particular, Nη is a free module over R
o,1 with basis
P “ tρpγ,ψ, 1qr,n | n ě r, γ permissible for Cr,n, ψ compatible with γu .
Before proving the proposition we shall see some corollaries. By identifying representations of Cr,n with
representations of GLnpo2q by Clifford Theory, and using the multiplication ˝, Nη becomes a module and a
comodule over Ro,1. Proposition 7.11 tells us that this is a free module with the prescribed basis. Since the
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comultiplication is dual to the multiplication, this also gives us a description of the comultiplication. Thus
within the algebra algebra Ro,2 we have ∆pNηq Ď Ro,1bNη‘NηbRo,1.
We have already proved in Proposition 3.2 that the multiplication and comultiplication are commutative and
cocommutative, respectively. We will thus consider only the projection ∆1 of ∆ to the first summand R
o,1bNη
(which is orthogonal to the second and carries complete information), thus makingNη into a left R
o,1 comodule.
The map ∆1 : Nη Ñ Ro,1bNη will be dual to the multiplication map Ro,1bNη Ñ Nη.
Thus, we see that for any representation ρ P P we have that ∆1pρq “ 1b ρ. Also, ifW is any representation
in Ro,1, then we can calculate ∆pW ˝ ρq. First of all, it is clear that it will be supported on the subgroup
R
o,1bpRo,1 ˝ρq. That is, it will contain only elements in Nη spanned by ρ and not by the other representations
in P. This follows easily from the fact that if ρ1 fl ρ2, then W1 ˝ ρ1 and W2 ˝ ρ2 will not have any common
factor. Second, we have that
x∆pW ˝ ρq,W1 b pW2 ˝ ρqyRo,1bNη “ xW ˝ ρ,W1 ˝W2 ˝ ρyNη
“ xW,W1 ˝W2yRo,1
“ x∆pWq,W1 bW2yRo,1bRo,1
The second equality follows from the fact that we know that the map τ : Ro,1 Ñ Nη given byW ÞÑW ˝ ρ pre-
serves the inner product, as it sends different irreducible representations to different irreducible representations.
We also have that
x∆1pWq∆1pρq,W1 b pW2 ˝ ρqyRo,1bNη “ x∆1pWq,W1 bW2yRo,1bRo,1 .
This follows from the explicit formula ∆1pρq “ 1 b ρ for the comultiplication of ρ, together with the above
consideration regarding the map τ. In particular, we see that ∆1pW ˝ ρq “ ∆1pWq∆1pρq, since the pairing of
these two elements is the same with any basis element of Ro,1bNη. But this means that also
∆1pW1 ˝ pW2 ˝ ρqq “ ∆1pW1 ˝W2q∆1pρq “ ∆1pW1q∆1pW2q∆1pρq “ ∆1pW1q∆1pW2 ˝ ρq,
so we have the following:
Corollary 7.12. The Hopf formula is valid when we multiply a representation from Ro,1 with a representation
from Nη.
Remark 7.13. Note that the fact that we used the projection ∆1 rather than ∆ does not make any difference,
and everything still holds exactly in the same way for ∆.
7.4. Proof of Proposition 7.11. We now turn to prove Proposition 7.11. We shall make a substantial use of the
results described in §2.2, in particular the reduction of the multiplication to the level of centralisers. Moreover,
a careful analysis reveals that all the representations in P are monomial, that is, induced from one-dimensional
characters of certain subgroups. The proof of the proposition is based on a careful case by case analysis (we
will do only the first two cases. The rest of the cases are pretty much the same).
7.4.1. Representations of type (ii).
Lemma 7.14. Let ψ be a character of Ar, with ψ|Ar´1r ‰ 1, and let W be an irreducible representation of
GLmpkq. Then
(7.15) W ˝ ρppxq, ψ, 1qr,r “ ρppxq, ψ,Wqr,r`m.
Proof. Notice that ρppxqq, ψ, 1q is just the one-dimensional representation ψ of Ar “ Cr,r. We also note that,
using the compatibility with Clifford theory (see §2.2), the multiplication on the left hand side of (7.15) is
isomorphic to Indpψ ˝Wq, where
ψ ˝W “ CCr,r`meVeV˚ bArˆGLmpkq ψbW.
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We use the fact that V and V˚ satisfy the following commutation relation:
rv, fs “ 1` fpvqtr´1
(one should understand the right hand side as an element in the group, and not as a sum of group elements).
Since the restriction of ψ to Ar´1r is nontrivial, we can use Lemma 4.2 (reduction of idempotents) here, to
eliminate eV . So the multiplication is
CCr,m`reV˚ bArˆGLmpkq ψbW.
In other words, this representation is obtained by inflating the representation ψbW to Ar ˆGLmpkq ¨ V˚ and
then inducing to Cr,m`r.
The representation ρppxq, ψ,Wqr,n with n “ m ` r is given in the following way: As we have mentioned
above, there exists an irreducible representation Wψ of H whose restriction to A
r´1
r is a multiple of ψ. This
representation has a basis twvuvPV . The subgroup Ar acts on Wψ by the character ψ. We have explained
how to extend Wψ to a representation of Cr,n. The representation ρppxq, ψ,Wqr,n is given by Wψ b W,
where W is a representation of Cr,n by inflation. The isomorphism between ρppxq, ψ,Wqr,n – Wψ bW and
W ˝ ρppxq, ψ, 1qr,r is then given by
wv bw ÞÑ veV˚ bw.
A direct verification shows that this is an isomorphism. 
7.4.2. Representations of type (v). The proof of Proposition 7.11 for all the other types is very similar. To make
the proof as simple as possible we concentrate on representations of type (v), but the proof will work verbatim
to all other types as well. We will need to consider a different character and induction from different subgroup,
but the proof will be the same.
The idea is the following. By Clifford theory we know that the irreducible representations ofCr,n are induced
from some very specific subgroups. In case of the representations in P, they are induced from one-dimensional
representations. Specifically, consider the representation ĂW “ ρppc, . . . , c, pxq, ψ,Wqr,n of type (v) with c
occurring t times and m “ δpγq “ n ´ r´ 2t. After applying a permutation matrix, the representation ĂW is
induced from the subgroup Z Ď GLnpkq which we shall now describe:
(7.16) Z “
$&%
¨˝
M11 M12 M13
M21 M22 M23
M31 M32 M33
‚˛,.- ,
where:
- The matrixM11 P Mrˆrpkq is in Ar.
- The matrixM12 P Mrˆ2tpkq is of the form
(7.17)
¨˚
˚˝˚f0
...
0
‹˛‹‹‚
(only the first row is nonzero).
- The matrixM13 P Mrˆmpkq is of the form
(7.18)
¨˚
˚˝˚g0
...
0
‹˛‹‹‚
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(again, only the first row is nonzero).
- The matrixM21 P M2tˆrpkq is of the form
(7.19)
`
0 0 . . . 0 v
˘
- The matrixM31 P Mmˆrpkq is of the form
(7.20)
`
0 0 . . . 0 w
˘
- The matrixM22 P M2tˆ2tpkq is upper triangular, with ones on the diagonal.
- The matrixM23 P M2tˆmpkq is of the form:
(7.21)
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚˚
g1
...
gt
0
...
0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
- The matrixM32 P Mmˆ2tpkq is of the form:
(7.22)
`
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 wt`1 wt`2 ¨ ¨ ¨ w2t
˘
- The matrixM33 P GLmpkq is some invertible matrix.
By projecting onto the M33 part, the group Z has GLmpkq as a quotient. We get the following split short
exact sequence:
1Ñ Z0 Ñ ZÑ GLmpkq Ñ 1.
If 1 ď i, j ď 3 we will denote by Zij the subgroup of Z which contains all matrices which have nontrivial part
only inMij (in this context, trivial means zero in case i ‰ j and the identity matrix in case i “ j). We can now
describe explicitly the representation ĂW.
Let Z1 denote the subgroup of all block matrices in Z of the form
(7.23)
¨˝˚ ˚ 0
˚ ˚ 0
0 0 I
‚˛
Let a1, . . . , a2t´1 denote the elements on the secondary diagonal of and element in Z22, that is
(7.24)
¨˚
˚˝˚1 a1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚0 1 a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
‹˛‹‹‚
Consider the following linear character rψ of the group Z1. The restriction of rψ toA is just ψ. The restriction
of rψ to Z12 is given by ϕpf1q. The restriction of rψ to Z21 is given by ϕpv2tq. The restriction of rψ to Z22 is
given by
ϕpa1 ` a2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` at´2 ` xat ` at ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` a2t´1q.
We thus have the representation rψ bW of Z1 ˆ GLmpkq. By carefully checking the definition of ĂW, we see
that it can be described as the representation of Cr,n induced from the Z representation
CZeZ23eZ13eZ32eZ31 bZ1ˆGLmpkq rψbW,
so we have that ĂW “ CCr,neZ23eZ13eZ32eZ31 bZ1ˆGLmpkq rψbW.
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On the other hand, by using the formula for the comultiplication, we get that
W ˝ ρppc, . . . , c, pxq, ψ, 1qr,r`2t “ IndGLnpo2qCr,n
´
CCr,neZ23eZ13eZ32eZ31 bZ1ˆGLmpkq rψbW¯ ,
where Z23 is defined as the subgroup of all matrices of the form I ` X where X is some matrix in M2tˆmpkq
sitting in the p2, 3q part of the matrix, and thus Z23 is strictly bigger than Z23 unless t “ 0. We have that the
representation of Cr,n occurring on the right hand side is a subrepresentation of
(7.25) CCr,neZ23eZ13eZ32eZ31 bZ1ˆGLmpkq rψbW.
By using the commutation of idempotents for the groups Z23Z13 and Z32Z31 we get that this representation is
isomorphic to
CCr,neZ32eZ31eZ23eZ13 bZ1ˆGLmpkq rψbW,
which is a subrepresentation of
CCr,neZ32eZ31eZ23eZ13 bZ1ˆGLmpkq rψbW.
By using the commutation of idempotents again, the last representation is isomorphic with the representa-
tion (7.25). SoW˝ρpc, . . . , c, pxq, ψ, 1qr,r`2t is always a subrepresentation ofĂW “ ρppc, . . . , c, pxq, ψ,Wqr,n.
For an irreducibleW, we have that ĂW is irreducible and asW ˝ρpc, . . . , c, pxq, ψ, 1qr,r`2t ‰ 0 by [6, Theorem
2.23(1)]. It then follows that forW irreducible the two representations are isomorphic, and therefore the same
holds for a generalW. This finishes the proof for representations of type (v).
In all the other cases the computation works almost the same. Two things change. The first is the restriction
of the character rψ to Z22.
‚ In case (iv) the size of the (2,2) block of the matrix is again 2tˆ 2t, and the character is
ϕpa1 ` a2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` at´1 ` at`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` a2t´1q
(so it is the same as before, only x becomes zero).
‚ In case (vii) the size of (2,2) block of the matrix is p2t` sq ˆ p2t` sq. The characters are given by
ϕpa1 ` a2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` at´1 ` at`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` a2t`s´1q
and
ϕpa1 ` a2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨at`s´1 ` at`s`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` a2t`s´1q.
‚ In case (vi) the size of the (2,2) block of the matrix is p2t` 1qˆ p2t` 1q, and the character is given by
ϕpa1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` at´1 ` yat ` at`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` a2tq.
The second thing that changes, besides the character, are the subgroups Z23 and Z32. By using Clifford Theory
again, it is possible to track these subgroups without too much effort. Notice that all the representations in P
are induced from characters of certain unipotent subgroups.
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